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1. Introduction
1.1. Let p be a prime number, k an algebraically closed field of charac-
teristic p and G a p-solvable finite group. In [16], up to the choice of a
polarization ω, we give a natural parameterization of the set of isomorphism
classes of the simple kG-modules, in terms of the set of G-conjugacy classes
of the weights of G with respect to p , introduced by Jon Alperin in [1] in
order to formulate his celebrated conjecture.
1.2. In [4] Everett Dade formulates a refinement of Alperin’s conjec-
ture involving ordinary irreducible characters — with their defect — instead
of simple kG-modules, and in [17] Geoffrey Robinson proves that the new
conjecture holds for p-solvable groups. But this refinement is formulated in
terms of a vanishing alternating sum of cardinals of suitable sets of irreducible
characters, without giving any possible refinement for the weights .
1.3. Our purpose in this note is to show that, in the case of the p-solvable
finite groups, the method developed in [16] can be suitably refined to provide,
up to the choice of a polarization ω, a natural bijection — namely compatible
with the action of the group of outer automorphisms of G — between the
sets of absolutely irreducible characters of G and of G-conjugacy classes of
suitable inductive weights of G defined in §8 below. Moreover, any inductive
weight of G admits an associated block of G and a natural definition of a
defect in such a way that then our bijection preserves the associated blocks
and the defects .
1.4. Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero
admitting k as the residue field and denote by K the quotient field of O .
As in [16], the inductive arguments lead to consider a more general situation
including central extensions of the involved finite groups; but, as we will see
bellow, in the present case the central k∗-extensions considered in [16] have
to be replaced by the central O∗-extensions , analogously called O∗-groups .
1.5. Contrarily to the k∗-group case, a block of an O∗-group need not be
isomorphic to a block of a finite group; although the arguments are very simi-
lar, this forces us to develop to some extend the basic results on O∗-groups ;
in particular, our results on p-solvable finite k∗-groups in [15] have to be
extended to the p-solvable finite O∗
22. Generalities on O∗-groups
2.1. As above, let p be a prime number and O a complete discrete valu-
ation ring with a quotient field K of characteristic zero and an algebraically
closed residue field k of characteristic p . An O∗-group is a group Gˆ endowed
with an injective group homomorphism ϕ :O∗ → Z(Gˆ) where Z(Gˆ) denotes
the center of Gˆ . As in the k∗-group case [6, §5], we call O∗-quotient of Gˆ
the quotient G = Gˆ/Im(ϕ) and write λ.x instead of ϕ(λ)x for any λ ∈ O∗
and any x ∈ Gˆ ; we say that Gˆ is split whenever Gˆ ∼= O∗×G . Note that, the
central product
Gˆk = k∗ ×O∗ Gˆ ∼= Gˆ/ϕ
(
1 + J(O)
)
2.1.1
is a k∗-group of k∗-quotient G . Similarly, if K′ is a finite field extension of K
and O′ is the ring of integers of K′ , the central product
GˆO
′
= O′∗ ×O∗ Gˆ 2.1.2
has an evident structure of O′∗-group with the same O′∗-quotient G ; more-
over, since the residue field of O′ coincides with k , the degree of K′ over K
coincides with the corresponding ramification index of O′ over O .
2.2. The O∗-group algebra of an O∗-group Gˆ is the O-algebra
O∗Gˆ = O ⊗OO∗ OGˆ 2.2.1
where OO∗ and OGˆ denote the respective ordinary group algebras of O∗
and Gˆ over O ; we also set K∗Gˆ = K⊗OO∗Gˆ . The introduction of O
∗-groups
mainly depends on the well-known situation exhibited by the next proposition
where Gˆ need not be split even if Hˆ is so. We use terminology introduced
in 2.6 below.
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a finite group, H a normal subgroup of G , Hˆ an
O∗-group with O∗-quotient H . Assume that the action of G on H can be lifted
to an action of G on Hˆ and that G stabilizes an absolutely irreducible charac-
ter ζ of Hˆ . Denote by eζ the primitive idempotent of Z(K∗H) associated
with ζ . If K′ is a finite field extension of K of degree divisible by
∣∣G/[G,G]∣∣ ,
denoting by O′ the ring of integers of K′ there are an O′∗-group Gˆ with
O′∗-quotient G containing and normalizing HˆO
′
, and an O′∗-group homo-
morphism
Gˆ −→ (K′∗Hˆ
O′eζ)
∗ 2.3.1
lifting the action of G on K′∗Hˆ
O′eζ and extending the structural O
′∗-group
homomorphism from HˆO
′
, and they are unique up to a unique O′∗-group
isomorphism inducing the identity on G .
3Proof: We are assuming that G acts on the K-algebra K∗Hˆeζ which is a full
matrix algebra over K and therefore the pull-back
G −→ Aut(K∗Hˆeζ)
↑ ↑
GˆK −→ (K∗Hˆeζ)
∗
2.3.2
determines a central K∗-extension GˆK of G ; note that the inclusion H ⊂ G
and the structural O∗-group homomorphism Hˆ → (K∗Hˆeξ)
∗ determine a
G-stable “inclusion” Hˆ ⊂ GˆK .
On the other hand, the valuation maps ϑ :K∗ → Z and ϑ′:K′∗ → Z
determine a commutative diagram of exact sequences
1→ O∗ −→ K∗
ϑ
−→ Z → 1
∩ ∩ ↓
1→ O′∗ −→ K′∗
ϑ′
−→ Z → 1
2.3.3
where the vertical right-hand arrow is the multiplication by the degree [K/K′]
of the extension; hence, since H1(G,Z) = {0} , they determine the following
commutative diagram of exact sequences [3, Chap. XII, §2]
0→ H2(G,O∗) → H2(G,K∗) → H2(G,Z)
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ H2(G,O′∗) → H2(G,K′∗) → H2(G,Z)
2.3.4
where the vertical right-hand arrow is the multiplication by [K/K′] ; hence,
since we have [9, 2.6.2]
H
2(G,Z) ∼= Ext1Z
(
G/[G,G],Z
)
2.3.5,
it follows from our hypothesis that this vertical arrow is zero.
Consequently, the element of H2(G,K′∗) determined by the central pro-
duct K′∗ ×K∗ Gˆ
K has a trivial image in H2(G,Z) or, equivalently, there is a
surjective group homomorphism
θ : K′∗ ×K∗ Gˆ
K −→ Z 2.3.6
fulfillng θ
(
(O′∗, 1)
)
= {0} ; moreover, this homomorphism is unique since
we still have H1(G,Z) = {0} . Thus, Gˆ = Ker(θ) is an O′∗-group with O′∗-
quotient G , Gˆ contains and normalizes HˆO
′
since GˆK contains and normal-
izes Hˆ , and it is easily checked that the bottom arrow in diagram 2.3.2
induces an O′∗-group homomorphism Gˆ −→ (K′∗Hˆ
O′eζ)
∗ which fulfills all the
requirements.
42.4. Let Gˆ be an O∗-group with a finite O∗-quotient G ; whereas any
finite k∗-group contains a finite subgroup covering its own k∗-quotient [6,
Lemma 5.5], Gˆ need not contain a finite subgroup covering G ; but, if G′
and G′′ are two finite subgroups of Gˆ covering G , they normalize each other
and therefore G′.G′′ is also a finite subgroup of Gˆ covering G ; in particular,
if Gˆ contains finite subgroups covering G , Aut(Gˆ) stabilizes one of them.
Proposition 2.5. For some finite extension K′ of K , denoting by O′ the ring
of integers of K′ , the O′∗-group GˆO
′
contains a finite subgroup covering G .
Proof: Denote by M the group of Schur multipliers of G and by A the
maximal Abelian quotient of G ; since we have the exact sequence [9, 2.6.2]
0→ Ext1Z(A,O
∗) −→ H2(G,O∗) −→ Hom(M,O∗)→ 0 2.5.1,
the element h of H2(G,O∗) corresponding to Gˆ induces a group homomor-
phism σ :M → O∗ which then determines an evident commutative diagram
of exact sequences
0→ Ext1Z(A,M) → H
2(G,M) → Hom(M,M) → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ Ext1Z(A,O
∗) → H2(G,O∗) → Hom(M,O∗) → 0
2.5.2.
Then, an element of H2(G,M) lifting idM determines anM -extension E of G
(which is finite!) and the central productO∗×ME determines h
′ ∈ H2(G,O∗)
lifting σ , so that the difference h′ − h comes from Ext1Z(A,O
∗) .
That is to say, h′ − h determines an Abelian O∗-extension Z of A and,
choosing a finite subset X of Z such that
A =
∏
x∈X
< x¯ > 2.5.3
where x¯ is the image of x ∈ X in A , we consider the field extension K′ of K
generated by | < x¯ > |-th roots λx of the elements x
|<x¯>| of O∗ when x runs
over X ; then, denoting by O′ the ring of integers of K′ , the O′∗-group ZO
′
is split since the subgroup
A′ =
∏
x∈X
< λ−1x .x > 2.5.4
of Z provides an O′∗-section. Consequently, denoting by ι :O∗ → O′∗ the
inclusion map, we get the equality H2(G, ι)(h′ − h) = 0 or, equivalently, an
O′∗-group isomorphism
O′∗ ×M E ∼= Gˆ
O′ 2.5.5
inducing the identity on G ; now, the image of E in GˆO
′
is the announced
finite subgroup.
52.6. If Gˆ and Gˆ′ are two O∗-groups, we denote by Gˆ ×ˆ Gˆ′ the quotient
of the direct product Gˆ× Gˆ′ by the image in Gˆ× Gˆ′ of the inverse diagonal
of O∗ × O∗ , which has an obvious structure of O∗-group with O∗-quotient
G×G′ ; moreover, if G = G′ then we denote by Gˆ⋆Gˆ′ the O∗-group obtained
from the inverse image of ∆(G) ⊂ G × G in Gˆ ×ˆ Gˆ′ , which is nothing but
the so-called sum of both central O∗-extensions of G ; in particular, we have
a canonical k∗-group isomorphism
Gˆ ⋆ Gˆ◦ ∼= O∗ ×G 2.6.1.
Moreover, an O∗-group homomorphism fˆ : Gˆ→ Gˆ′ is a group homomorphism
such that fˆ(λ.x) = λ.fˆ(x) for any λ ∈ O∗ and any x ∈ Gˆ ; it is clear that
fˆ determines an ordinary group homomorphism f :G → G′ between the
corresponding O∗-quotients.
2.7. Note that for any O-free O-algebra A of finite O-rank — just called
O-algebra in the sequel — the group A∗ of invertible elements has a canonical
O∗-group structure; we call point of A any A∗-conjugacy class α of primitive
idempotents of A and denote by A(α) the simple quotient of A determined
by α , and by P(A) the set of points of A . If S is a full matrix algebra over
O then AutO(S) coincides with the O
∗-quotient of S∗ ; in particular, any
finite group G acting on S determines — by pull-back — an O∗-group Gˆ of
k∗-quotient G , together with an O∗-group homomorphism
ρ : Gˆ −→ S∗ 2.7.1.
2.8. Let Gˆ be an O∗-group with finite O∗-quotient G ; a Gˆ-interior alge-
bra is an O-algebra A endowed with an O∗-group homomorphism Gˆ→ A∗ ;
we say that A is primitive whenever the unity element is primitive in AG .
Note that the corresponding k-algebra k ⊗O A is only concerned by the
k∗-group Gˆk (cf. 2.1.1). A Gˆ-interior algebra homomorphism from A to
another Gˆ-interior algebra A′ is a not necessarily unitary algebra homomor-
phism f :A → A′ fulfilling f(xˆ·a) = xˆ·f(a) and f(a·xˆ) = f(a)·xˆ ; we say
that f is an embedding whenever Ker(f) = {0} and Im(f) = f(1)A′f(1) .
Occasionally, it is handy to consider the (A′Gˆ)∗-conjugacy class of f that
we denote by f˜ and call exterior homomorphism from A to A′ ; note that
the exterior homomorphisms can be composed [7, Definition 3.1]. Moreover,
A is a G-algebra and all the pointed group terminology applies. If Hα is a
pointed group on the G-algebra A and Hˆ is the converse image of H in Gˆ ,
we call Hˆα a pointed O
∗-group on A and we set A(Hˆα) = A(Hα) denoting
by sα:A
H → A(Hˆα) the canonical map. It is clear that Aα becomes an
Hˆ-interior algebra and that we get a structural Hˆ-interior algebra exterior
embedding
f˜α : Aα −→ Res
Gˆ
Hˆ
(A) 2.8.1.
62.9. We similarly proceed with inclusions and localness but, contrarily
to the k∗-group case, if Pˆγ is a local pointed O
∗-group on A — namely, Pγ is
a local pointed group on the G-algebra A and Pˆ is the converse image of P
in Gˆ — then Pˆ need not be split. Recall that all the maximal local pointed
O∗-groups Pˆγ on A contained in Hˆα — called defect pointed O
∗-groups of Hˆα
— are mutually H-conjugate [7, Theorem 1.2], and that the O-algebras Aα
and Aγ are mutually Morita equivalent [7, Corollary 3.5]. As usual, we
consider the Brauer quotient and the Brauer algebra homomorphism
BrAP : A
P −→ A(P ) = AP
/∑
Q
APQ 2.9.1
where Q runs over the set of proper subgroups of P .
2.10. It is clear that G acts on the set of pointed O∗-groups on A and, if
Hˆα and Kˆβ are two of them, we denote by EG(Kˆβ , Hˆα) the set ofH-conjugacy
classes of O∗-group homomorphisms from Kˆ to Hˆ induced by the elements
x ∈ G such that (Kˆβ)
x ⊂ Hˆα ; as usual, we set
EG(Hˆα) = EG(Hˆα, Hˆα) ∼= NGˆ(Hˆα)/Hˆ.CGˆ(Hˆ) 2.10.1.
If Pˆγ is a local pointed O
∗-group on A , as in [9, 6.2] we denote by NˆG(Pˆγ)
the k∗-group obtained from the pull-back
NG(Pˆγ) −→ Aut
(
A(Pˆγ)
)
↑ ↑
NˆG(Pˆγ) −→ A(Pˆγ)
∗
2.10.2,
and then, since the structural maps from Pˆ .CGˆ(Pˆ ) to NG(Pˆγ) and to A(Pˆγ)
∗
determine a NG(Pˆγ)-stable k
∗-group homomorphism Pˆ
k
.CGˆk (Pˆ )→ NˆG(Pˆγ) ,
we still can define the k∗-group
EˆG(Pˆγ) =
(
NˆG(Pˆγ) ∗NGˆk (Pˆγ)
◦
)/
P.CG(Pˆ ) 2.10.3.
2.11. As in [5, 2.5], we say that an injective O∗-group homomorphism
ϕˆ : Kˆ → Hˆ is an A-fusion from Kˆβ to Hˆα whenever there is a Kˆ-interior
algebra embedding
fϕˆ : Aβ −→ Resϕˆ(Aα) 2.11.1
such that the inclusion Aβ ⊂ A and the composition of fϕˆ with the inclusion
Aα ⊂ A are A
∗-conjugate; we denote by FA(Kˆβ , Hˆα) the set of H-conjugacy
classes of A-fusions from Kˆβ to Hˆα and, as usual, we write FA(Hˆα) instead
of FA(Hˆα, Hˆα) . If Aα = iAi for i ∈ α , as in [5, Corollary 2.13] we have a
group homomorphism
FA(Hˆα) −→ NA∗α(Hˆ ·i)
/
Hˆ ·(AHα )
∗ 2.11.2
and it is clear that
EG(Kˆβ , Hˆα) ⊂ FA(Kˆβ, Hˆα) 2.11.3.
7Note that if B is another Gˆ-interior algebra and h :A → B a Gˆ-interior
algebra embedding, we have
FB(Kˆβ , Hˆα) = FA(Kˆβ , Hˆα) 2.11.4.
2.12. If Pˆγ is a local pointed O
∗-group on A , we have a canonical
isomorphism Pˆ k ∼= k∗ × P ; then, choosing j ∈ γ , setting Aγ = jAj and
denoting by Pˆ
J
the converse image of 1×P in Pˆ , FˆA(Pˆγ) denotes the k
∗-group
obtained from the pull-back [9, 6.7]
FA(Pˆγ) −→ N(Aγ)∗ (Pˆ ·j)/(A
P
γ )
∗
↑ ↑
FˆA(Pˆγ) −→ N(Aγ)∗ (Pˆ ·j)/Pˆ
J
·
(
j + J(APγ )
) 2.12.1.
As in the ordinary case [9, Proposition 6.12], the inclusion EG(Pˆγ) ⊂ FA(Pˆγ)
can be lifted to a canonical k∗-group homomorphism
EˆG(Pˆγ)
◦ −→ FˆA(Pˆγ) 2.12.2
as we show in the next proposition.
Proposition 2.13. Let Pˆγ be a local pointed O
∗-group on A , choose j ∈ γ
and set Aγ = jAj . For any xˆ ∈ NGˆ(Pˆγ) and any a ∈ (A
P )∗ having the same
action on the simple k-algebra A(Pˆγ) , the element j(xˆ
−1.a)j is invertible
in Aγ and normalizes Pˆ ·j . Moreover, denoting by x , xˆ
k and x˜ the respective
images of xˆ in G , Gˆk and EG(Pˆγ) , and setting
cxˆ,a = j(xˆ
−1.a)j·Pˆ
J
·
(
j + J(APγ )
)
2.13.1,
there is a k∗-group homomorphism
EˆG(Pˆγ)
◦ −→ FˆA(Pˆγ) 2.13.2
which maps the image of
(
x, sγ(a)
)
⊗ (xˆk)−1 in EˆG(Pˆγ)
◦ on the element
(x˜−1, cxˆ,a) of FˆA(Pˆγ) .
Proof: Since a−1·xˆ acts trivially on A(Pˆγ) , the idempotents j and j
a−1·xˆ
have the same image in AP /J(AP ) and thus the image in this quotient of
b = jj a
−1·xˆ + (1− j)(1 − j)a
−1·xˆ 2.13.3
is the unity element, so that b is invertible in AP ; hence, since we have
b =
(
j(xˆ−1·a)j + (1− j)(xˆ−1·a)(1− j)
)
(a−1·xˆ) 2.13.4,
8j(xˆ−1·a)j is invertible in Aγ ; moreover, it is clear that, for any uˆ ∈ Pˆ , we
have
j(xˆ−1·a)j·uˆ = j(xˆ−1uˆ·a)j = uˆx·j(xˆ−1·a)j 2.13.5
so that j(xˆ−1·a)j normalizes Pˆ ·j .
If a′ ∈ (AP )∗ has the same image as a in A(Pˆγ) , and moreover we have
j a
′−1·xˆ = j , we get(
j(xˆ−1·a)j
)(
j(a′−1·xˆ)j
)
= j(xˆ−1·aa′−1·xˆ)j = j(aa′−1)xj 2.13.6
and this element belongs to j + J(APγ ) since sγ(aa
′−1) = 1 ; hence, the class
cxˆ,a does not depend on our choice of a and we may assume that j
a−1.xˆ = j ;
in particular, we get the announced map from EˆG(Pˆγ)
◦ to FˆA(Pˆγ) . Finally,
if xˆ′ ∈ NGˆ(Pˆγ) and a
′ ∈ (AP )∗ have the same action on A(Pˆγ) , we obtain(
j(xˆ−1·a)j
)(
j(xˆ′−1.a′)j
)
= j(xˆ−1·a·xˆ′−1·a′)j
= j
(
(xˆ′xˆ)−1·a′a xˆ
′−1·a′
)
j
2.13.7
and therefore, since sγ(a
′a xˆ
′−1.a′) = sγ(aa
′) , it is easily checked that this
map is a k∗-group homomorphism.
2.14. If A′ is another Gˆ-interior algebra and f :A → A′ a Gˆ-interior
algebra embedding, it follows from Proposition 3.5 below that, as in [16, 2.9],
denoting by γ′ the point of P on A′ containing f(γ) , we have a canonical
O∗-group isomorphism
Fˆf˜ (Pγ) : FˆA(Pγ)
∼= FˆA′(Pγ′) 2.14.1.
More precisely, let Qδ be another local pointed group on A and denote by δ
′
the point of Q on A′ containing f(δ) and by
fγ
′
γ : Aγ −→ A
′
γ′ and f
δ′
δ : Aδ −→ A
′
δ′ 2.14.2
the induced embeddings; if there is an A-fusion ϕ :Q ∼= P from Qδ to Pγ
then, according to equality 2.11.4 above, ϕ is also an A′-fusion from Qδ′
to Pγ′ , so that we have two Q-interior algebra isomorphisms
fϕ : Aδ ∼= Resϕ(Aγ) and f
′
ϕ : A
′
δ′
∼= Resϕ(A
′
γ′) 2.14.3
and the uniqueness of the exterior isomorphisms f˜ϕ and f˜
′
ϕ forces the equality
f˜ ′ϕ ◦ f˜
δ′
δ = Resϕ(f˜
γ′
γ ) ◦ f˜ϕ 2.14.4 .
9In particular, since by our very definition we have
FˆResϕ(Aγ)(Qδ) = FˆA(Pγ) and FˆResϕ(A′
γ′
)(Qδ′) = FˆA′(Pγ′) 2.14.5,
we get the following commutative diagram of O∗-group isomorphisms
FˆA(Qδ)
Fˆf˜ϕ (Qδ)
∼= FˆA(Pγ)
Fˆf˜ (Qδ) ≀‖ ≀‖ Fˆf˜ (Pγ)
FˆA′(Qδ′)
Fˆf˜′ϕ
(Qδ′ )
∼= FˆA′(Pγ′)
2.14.6.
2.15. If Hˆ is an O∗-subgroup of Gˆ and B an Hˆ-interior algebra, we call
induced Gˆ-interior algebra of B the O∗Gˆ-bimodule
IndGˆ
Hˆ
(B) = O∗Gˆ⊗O∗Hˆ B ⊗O∗Hˆ O∗Gˆ 2.15.1
endowed with the distributive multiplication defined by
(x⊗ b⊗ y)(x′ ⊗ b′ ⊗ y′) =
{
x⊗ b·yx′·b′ ⊗ y′ if yx′ ∈ Hˆ
0 otherwise
2.15.2
and with the O∗-group homomorphism Gˆ −→ IndGˆ
Hˆ
(B)∗ mapping xˆ ∈ Gˆ on
the element xˆ.TrGH(1⊗ 1⊗ 1) .
2.16. If Gˆ is another O∗-group with O∗-quotient G and A′ is a Gˆ-in-
terior algebra, setting ˆG = Gˆ ∗Gˆ, the tensor product A′′ = A⊗O A
′ has an
evident structure of ˆG-interior algebra. Then, for any pointed O∗-group ˆHα′′
on A′′ , there are points α of Hˆ on A and α′ of Hˆ on A′ , and an ˆH-interior
algebra embedding A′′α′′ → Aα ⊗O A
′
α′ such that we have a commutative
diagram
Res
ˆG
Hˆ(A
′′)
ր տ
A′′α′′ −→ Aα ⊗O A
′
α′
2.16.1.
Moreover, if ˆPγ′′ is a local pointed O
∗-group on A′′ , the corresponding points
γ of Pˆ on A and γ′ of Pˆ on A′ have to be local.
2.17. As a matter of fact, we are mainly interested in the case where a
Sylow p-subgroup of G stabilizes an O-basis of A ; then, γ′′ is the unique local
point of P on Aγ⊗OA
′
γ′ [7, Proposition 5.6] and therefore, for any ϕ˜ ∈ FA(Pˆγ)
and any ϕ˜′ ∈ FA′(P
ˆ
γ′) having the same image in A˜ut(P ) , the corresponding
10
O∗-group outer automorphism ϕ˜′′ = ϕ˜ ∗ ϕ˜′ of ˆP belongs to FA′′ (
ˆPγ′′) . In
particular, if F is a finite group and we have group homomorphisms
θ : F −→ FA(Pˆγ) and θ
′ : F −→ FA′(P
ˆ
γ′) 2.17.1
inducing the same group homomorphism F → A˜ut(P ) , we get a group ho-
momorphism θ′′ :F → FA′′ (
ˆPγ′′) and, setting
F̂
γ
= Res θ
(
FˆA(Pˆγ)
)
F̂
γ′
= Res θ′
(
FˆA(Pˆγ′)
)
and F̂
γ′′
= Res θ′′
(
FˆA(Pˆγ′′)
) 2.17.2,
the corresponding embedding in the bottom of diagram 2.16.1 induces a
k∗-group isomorphism [7, Proposition 5.11]
F̂
γ
∗ F̂
γ′ ∼= F̂
γ′′
2.17.3.
3. The O∗-group algebra
3.1. Let Gˆ be an O∗-group with finite O∗-quotient G , and O′ the ring
of integers of a finite field extension K′ of K such that the O′∗-group GˆO
′
contains a finite subgroup G′ covering G (cf. Proposition 2.5). It is clear
that the product O′∗ ⊗ Gˆ in O′ ⊗O O∗Gˆ can be identified to Gˆ
O′ , so that
we have O′∗Gˆ
O′ = O′ ⊗O O∗Gˆ , and we will analyse the surjective G-algebra
homomorphism O′G′ −→ O′∗Gˆ
O′ induced by the inclusion G′ ⊂ GˆO
′
. We
respectively denote by Z ′ the Sylow p-subgroup of (O′∗.1)∩G′ and by Λ′ the
converse image in O′∗ of the Hall p′-subgroup of this intersection, and in the
group algebra O′G′ we set
eΛ′ =
1
|Λ′|
∑
λ′∈Λ′
λ′−1(λ′.1) 3.1.1;
then, we still get a surjective G-algebra homomorphism over O′
sZ′ : O
′G′eΛ′ −→ O
′
∗Gˆ
O′ 3.1.2
which can be actually considered as a homomorphism of G′-interior algebras;
more precisely, considering the obvious group homomorphism Z ′ → O′∗ ,
sZ′ induces a G
′-interior algebra isomorphism
O′ ⊗O′Z′ O
′G′eΛ′ ∼= O
′
∗Gˆ
O′ 3.1.3.
Note that, if we were working over k , only the k∗-group Gˆk would be con-
cerned since we have
k ⊗O O∗Gˆ ∼= k∗Gˆ
k ∼= kG¯′e¯Λ′ 3.1.4
where we set G¯′ = G′/Z ′ and e¯Λ′ is the image of eΛ′ in kG¯
′ .
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Proposition 3.2. The radical J(O′G′e′) contains Ker(sZ′) , and for any
subgroup H of G we have
sZ′
(
(O′G′eΛ′)
H
)
= (O′∗Gˆ
O′)H 3.2.1.
In particular, sZ′ is a strict covering homomorphism of G-algebras. More-
over, for any p-subgroup P of G , BrO∗GˆP induces an NG(P )-algebra isomor-
phism
k∗CGˆk (Pˆ )
∼= (O∗Gˆ)(P ) 3.2.2
where Pˆ denotes the converse image of P in Gˆ .
Proof: Since Z ′ is a finite p-group, from isomorphism 3.1.3 we get
Ker(sZ′) ⊂ J(O
′Z ′).(O′G′eΛ′) ⊂ J(O
′G′eΛ′) 3.2.3;
moreover, since any subgroup H of G stabilizes the following direct sum
decomposition
O′∗Gˆ
O′ =
⊕
x∈G
O′x′ 3.2.4
where x′ ∈ G′ is a lifting of x ∈ G , (O′∗Gˆ
O′)H is linearly generated by the
elements TrHCH(x′)(x
′) where x′ runs over the set of elements of G′ such that
the stabilizer of O′x′ in H centralizes x′ , and this implies the equality 3.2.1.
Consequently, sZ′ is a strict covering homomorphism of G-algebras [10, §4].
In particular, if H = P is a p-group and Pˆ is the converse image of P in Gˆ ,
it is easily checked that
(O∗Gˆ)(P ) ∼= (O
′
∗Gˆ
O′)(P )
=
⊕
x∈CG(Pˆ )
kBrP (x
′) ∼= k∗CGˆk (Pˆ )
3.2.5
where again x′ ⊂ CG′(Pˆ ) lifts x ∈ CG(Pˆ ) .
Corollary 3.3. The inclusion O∗Gˆ ⊂ O
′
∗Gˆ
O′ and the homomorhism sZ′
induce a bijection, preserving inclusions and localness, between the set of
pointed O∗-groups Hˆβ on O∗Gˆ and the set of pointed groups H
′
β′ on O
′G′eΛ′
such that H ′ contains Λ′·Z ′ . Moreover, if Hˆβ and H
′
β′ correspond to each
other, then we have HˆO
′
∩G′ = H ′ and this equality together with sZ′ deter-
mine the following group isomorphism and H ′-interior algebra isomorphism
EG′(H
′
β′)
∼= EG(Hˆβ)
O′ ⊗O′Z′ (O
′G′eΛ′)β′ ∼= O
′ ⊗O (O∗Gˆ)β
3.3.1.
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Proof: Since O′∗Gˆ
O′ ∼= O′ ⊗O O∗Gˆ , for any subgroup H of G we have
(O′∗Gˆ
O′)H ∼= O′ ⊗O (O∗Gˆ)
H 3.3.2
and therefore, since k is algebraically closed, the inclusion O∗Gˆ ⊂ O
′
∗Gˆ
O′ in-
duces a bijection, preserving inclusions and localness, between the sets of cor-
responding pointed O∗- and O′∗-groups, which maps any pointed O∗-group
Hˆβ on O∗Gˆ on a pointed O
′∗-group (HˆO
′
)βO′ on O
′
∗Gˆ
O′ fulfilling β ⊂ βO
′
;
moreover, since sZ′ is a strict covering homomorphism of G-algebras, it does
the same between the sets of pointed groups on O′G′eΛ′ and O
′
∗Gˆ
O′ [10,
Propositions 4.4 and 4.18], namely HβO′ or, equivalently, (Hˆ
O′)βO′ comes
from the pointed group H ′β′ on O
′G′eΛ′ fulfilling sZ′(β
′) ⊂ βO
′
, where
H ′ = HˆO
′
∩G′ is the converse image of H in G ; now, it is clear that
NG(H
′
β′) = NG(Hˆβ) and CG(H
′) = CG(Hˆ) 3.3.3,
and the bottom isomorphism in 3.3.1 follows from isomorphism 3.1.3.
3.4. More generally, for any Gˆ-interior algebra A , it is clear that the
extension A′ = O′⊗OA becomes a G
′-interior algebra and, as in the corollary
above, the inclusion A ⊂ A′ induces a bijection, preserving inclusions and
localness, between the sets of pointed O∗-groups Hˆβ on A and of pointed
groups H ′β′ on A
′ fulfilling Λ′·Z ′ ⊂ H ′ , which maps Hˆβ on H
′
β′ if and only if
we have
H ′ = HˆO
′
∩G′ and β ⊂ β′ 3.4.1.
Indeed, from the left-hand equality and from any O-basis of O′ we easily get
A′H
′ ∼= O′ ⊗O A
H and therefore, since k is also the residue field of O′ , we
obtain an obvious bijection between the sets of points of H ′ on A′ and of H
on A . Actually, the bijection above also preserves the fusions as it shows the
next result.
Proposition 3.5. With the notation above, for any pair of pointed O∗-groups
Hˆβ and Kˆγ on A , we have
FA(Kˆγ , Hˆβ) = FA′(K
′
γ′ , H
′
β′) 3.5.1
where we are setting H ′ = HˆO
′
∩ G′ and K ′ = KˆO
′
∩ G′ and the points β′
of H ′ and γ′ of K ′ respectively contain β and γ .
Proof: Since A′β′
∼= O′ ⊗O Aβ and A
′
γ′
∼= O′ ⊗O Aγ , if ϕˆ : Kˆ → Hˆ is an
A-fusion from Kˆγ to Hˆβ , the corresponding Kˆ-interior algebra embedding
fϕˆ : Aγ −→ Resϕˆ(Aβ) 3.5.2
determines a K ′-interior algebra embedding
f ′ϕ′ : A
′
γ′ −→ Resϕ′(A
′
β′) 3.5.3
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where ϕ′ :K ′ → H ′ is the group homomorphism determined by ϕˆ , and it
is clear that the inclusion A′γ′ ⊂ A
′ and the composition of f ′ϕ′ with the
inclusion A′β ⊂ A
′ are also A′∗-conjugate.
Conversely, since any A′-fusion from K ′γ′ to H
′
β′ can be decomposed
as a composition of an isomorphism with an inclusion [8, 2.11], we may as-
sume that ϕ′ is an isomorphism; in this case, choosing j ∈ β ⊂ β′ and
ℓ ∈ γ ⊂ γ′ , it follows from [8, 2.11] that the right-hand multiplication by a
suitable invertible element a′ of A′∗ determines an isomorphism from A′ℓ con-
sidered as an A′⊗O′O
′K ′-module by left- and right-hand multiplication, onto
ResidA′⊗ϕ′(A
′j) where A′j is similarly considered as an A′ ⊗O′ O
′H ′-module
by left- and right-hand multiplication.
But, considering an O-basis ∆′ of O′ , it is quite clear that A′ℓ and A′j
are respectively isomorphic to (Aℓ)∆
′
and (Aj)∆
′
considered as A⊗O O∗Kˆ-
and A⊗OO∗Hˆ-modules. Consequently, Aℓ and ResidA⊗ϕˆ(Aj) are isomorphic
considered as A⊗O O∗Kˆ-modules; then, the quotients
A/Aℓ ∼= A(1− ℓ) and ResidA⊗ϕˆ(A/Aj)
∼= ResidA⊗ϕˆ
(
A(1 − j)
)
3.5.4
are also isomorphic considered as A⊗OO∗Kˆ-modules and therefore the right-
hand multiplication by a suitable invertible element a of A∗ still determines
an isomorphism
Aℓ ∼= ResidA⊗ϕˆ(Aj) 3.5.5,
so that it follows again from [8, 2.11] that ϕˆ an A-fusion from Kˆγ to Hˆβ . We
are done.
3.6. As in the ordinary case, we call block of Gˆ any primitive idempotent
b of Z(O∗Gˆ) ; thus, α = {b} is a point of G (or of Gˆ ) on O∗Gˆ and, if Pγ is a
defect pointed group of Gα , we call defect of b the integer d = d(b) such that
pd = |P | . Then, according to the corollary above, Gα and Pγ respectively
determine pointed groups G′α′ and P
′
γ′ on O
′G′eΛ′ where we denote by P
′ the
Sylow p-subgroup of PˆO
′
∩G′ , so that P ′γ′ is a defect pointed group of G
′
α′ ;
once again, we have α′ = {b′} for a block b′ of G′ such that b′eΛ′ = b
′ , but
note that this block has a defect d(b′) such that pd(b
′) = pd|Z ′| ; in particular,
since isomorphism 3.1.3 implies that
rankO′
(
(O′G′e′)γ′
)
= rankO
(
(O∗Gˆ)γ
)
|Z ′| 3.6.1
and we have EG′(P
′
γ′)
∼= EG(Pˆγ) (cf. isomorphisms 3.3.1), as in the ordinary
case EG(Pˆγ) is a p
′-group, pd divides rankO
(
(O∗Gˆ)γ
)
and we get
p−d rankO
(
(O∗Gˆ)γ
)
≡ |EG(Pˆγ)| (mod p) 3.6.2.
Moreover, note that the image b¯′ of b′ in kG¯′ is a block of G¯′ and corresponds
to the image b′ of b in k∗Gˆ
k by isomorphism 3.1.4; thus, b¯ is a k-block of Gˆk
and this correspondence clearly determines a bijection between the sets of
blocks of Gˆ and Gˆk which preserves the defects .
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3.7. It is clear that the K-algebra K∗Gˆ b is semisimple and let us as-
sume that K is a splitting field for Gˆ or, equivalently, that K∗Gˆ b is a direct
product of full matrix algebras over K . Since the O-algebra O∗Gˆ b is sym-
metric, the O-module of the symmetric O-linear forms Z◦(O∗Gˆ b) is a free
Z(O∗Gˆ b)-module of rank one [12, Proposition 2.2] and therefore, denoting
by IrrK(Gˆ, b) the set of characters of the simple K∗Gˆ b-modules — simply
called irreducible characters of Gˆ in the sequel — the Z(O∗Gˆ b)-submodule
Z◦ch(O∗Gˆ b) =
⊕
χ∈IrrK(Gˆ,b)
O·χ 3.7.1,
determines an ideal Zch(O∗Gˆ b) of Z(O∗Gˆ b) [12, Proposition 2.9]. Note that,
if xˆ ∈ Gˆ and CG(xˆ) 6= CG(x) where x denotes the image of xˆ in G , the
elements xˆ and λ·xˆ are G-conjugate for some λ ∈ O∗−{1} and therefore any
µ ∈ Z◦(O∗Gˆ) vanishes on xˆ .
3.8. Moreover, for any χ ∈ IrrK(Gˆ, b) , recall that the image of the
restriction of χ to Z(O∗Gˆ b) is contained in χ(1)O and that χ(1)
−1χ defines
an O-algebra homomorphism from Z(O∗Gˆ b) to O ; we call defect of χ the
integer d(χ) such that
χ
χ(1)
(
Zch(O∗Gˆ b)
)
= pd(χ)O 3.8.1.
More explicitly, according to Corollary 2.4, there is a finite field extension
K′ of K such that, denoting by O′ the ring of integers of K′ , the O′∗-group
GˆO
′
contains a finite subgroup G′ covering G ; then, χ can be extended to an
irreducible character of GˆO
′
which, by restriction, determines an irreducible
character χ′ of G′ fulfilling χ′
(
(λ′.1) b′
)
= λ′ χ(1) for any λ′ ∈ Λ′ , where b′
is the corresponding block of G′ , and therefore we get
χ′
χ′(1)
(
Zch(O
′G′b′)
)
=
|G′|
χ′(1)
O′ 3.8.2.
But, it follows from isomorphisms 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 that
sZ′
(
Zch(O
′G′b′)
)
= |Z ′| O′ ⊗O Zch(O∗Gˆ b) 3.8.3.
Consequently, we actually get
pd(χ
′) = pd(χ) |Z ′| and d(χ) = ϑp
( |G|
χ(1)
)
3.8.4
where ϑp :Z → Z denotes the p-adic valuation; in particular, since d(b
′)
coincides with the maximal value of d(χ′) when χ′ runs over the set of
irreducible characters of KG′b′ , it is not difficult to prove that d(b) coincides
with the maximal value of d(χ) when χ runs over IrrK(Gˆ, b) .
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Proposition 3.9. Let b be a block of Gˆ and Pˆγ a defect pointed O
∗-group
of Gˆ{b} . Then, the following statements are equivalent:
3.9.1 The block b has defect zero.
3.9.2 The source algebra (O∗Gˆ)γ has O-rank one.
3.9.3 The block algebra O∗Gˆ b is a full matrix algebra over O .
3.9.4 The block K-algebra K∗Gˆ b is a direct product of full matrix algebras
over K and there is χ ∈ IrrK(Gˆ, b) with defect zero.
In this case, we have Op(G) = {1} .
Proof: With the notation above, if d(b) = 0 then Z ′ is the unique de-
fect group of the corresponding block b′ of G′ and therefore the Z ′-interior
source algebra of b′ is isomorphic to O′Z ′ [9, Proposition 14.6], so that state-
ment 3.9.2 follows from isomorphism 3.1.3. Since the block algebra is always
Morita equivalent to the source algebra [7, Corollary 3.5], statement 3.9.3
follows from statement 3.9.2.
If statement 3.9.3 holds then IrrK(Gˆ, b) has a unique element χ and, since
an indecomposable direct summand of O∗Gˆ b as O∗Gˆ b-module has O-rang
equal to χ(1) , |G|p divides χ(1) and therefore we have d(χ) = 0 . Finally,
statement 3.9.4 implies that the sum
eχ =
χ(1)
|G|
∑
x∈G
χ(xˆ)·xˆ−1 3.9.5
where xˆ ∈ Gˆ is a lifting of x ∈ G , belongs to Z(O∗Gˆ) ; but, eχ is an idempo-
tent and therefore we get eχ = b , so that χ is the unique element in IrrK(Gˆ, b) ,
which forces d(b) = d(χ) = 0 ; moreover, in this case the image b¯ of b in
k∗Gˆ
k is a block of defect zero of Gˆk , so that there is a projective simple
k∗Gˆ
k-module which forces Op(G) = {1} .
Proposition 3.10. For any pair of local pointed O∗-groups Pˆγ and Qˆδ on
O∗Gˆ , we have
EG(Qˆδ, Pˆγ) = FO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, Pˆγ) 3.10.1.
Proof: We already know that the left-hand member is contained in the right-
hand one (cf. 2.11.3). For any ϕ˜ ∈ FO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, Pˆγ) and any representative ϕ
of ϕ˜ , it is quite clear that there is a local point ε of Rˆ = ϕ(Qˆ) on O∗Gˆ such
that Rˆε ⊂ Pˆγ and that ϕ determines an element of FO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, Rˆε) ; thus,
we may assume that the O∗-quotients P of Pˆ and Q of Qˆ have the same
order; in this case, according to 2.11 and choosing i ∈ γ and j ∈ δ , there is
a ∈ (O∗Gˆ)
∗ fulfilling (u.j)a = ϕ(u).i for any u ∈ Qˆ .
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With the notation above, let P ′γ′ and Q
′
δ′ be the corresponding local
pointed groups on O′G′e′ (cf. Corollary 3.3), and choose i′ ∈ γ′ and j′ ∈ δ′
respectively lifting i and j ; then, O′Q′j′ is an indecomposable direct sum-
mand of j′(O′G′)j′ as O′(Q′ ×Q′)-modules and therefore the quotient
(O′∗Qˆ
O′)j ∼= O′ ⊗O′Z′ O
′Q′j′ 3.10.2
is a direct summand of the quotient
j(O′∗Gˆ
O′)j ∼= O′ ⊗O′Z′ j
′(O′G′)j′ 3.10.3
always as O′(Q′ × Q′)-modules. The O′(Q′ × Q′)-module (O′∗Qˆ
O′)j is still
indecomposable since, denoting by ∆(Q′) the diagonal subgroup of Q′ × Q′
and considering O′ as an O′
(
(Z ′ × Z ′).∆(Q′)
)
-module where ∆(Q′) acts
trivially and Z ′×Z ′ throughout the canonical homomorphism Z ′ → O′∗ , we
have
(O′∗Qˆ
O′)j ∼= Ind
Q′×Q′
(Z′×Z′).∆(Q′)(O
′) 3.10.4.
Consequently, since we clearly have
j(O∗Gˆ)ja = j(O∗Gˆ)i 3.10.5,
(O′∗Qˆ
O′)ja becomes an indecomposable direct summand of j(O′∗Gˆ
O′)i as
O′(Q′ × P ′)-modules and therefore, since we have the O′(Q′ × P ′)-module
isomorphism
j(O′∗Gˆ
O′)i ∼= O′ ⊗O′Z′ j
′(O′G′)i′ 3.10.6,
the O′(Q′×P ′)-module j′(O′G′)i′ admits a direct summand of O′-rank equal
to |P ||Z ′| = |P ′| ; thus, the O′(Q′ × P ′)-module O′G′e′ admits such a direct
summand, which forces the existence of x′ ∈ G′ fulfilling O′Q′x′ = x′O′P ′ ,
together with an O′(Q′ × P ′)-module isomorphism
(O′∗Qˆ
O′)ja ∼= O′ ⊗O′Z′ O
′Q′x′ 3.10.7.
But, the left-hand member of this isomorphism admits a vertex V ′ equal
to {
(
z′u′, ϕ(u′)
)
}z′∈Z′,u′∈Q′ and a V
′-source of O′-rank one where the sub-
group {
(
u′, ϕ(u′)
)
}u′∈Q′ ⊂ V
′ is the kernel, whereas the right-hand member
admits a vertex equal to {(z′u′, u′x
′
)}z′∈Z′,u′∈Q′ and the corresponding ker-
nel is equal to {(u′, u′x
′
)}u′∈Q′ ; hence, up to modifying our choice of x
′ ,
we may assume that ϕ(u′) = u′x
′
for any u′ ∈ Q′ . In conclusion, x′ in-
duces ϕ : Qˆ → Pˆ and therefore ϕ˜ belongs to EG(Qˆδ, Pˆδx′ ) ; in particular,
since EG(Qˆδ, Pˆδx′ ) ⊂ FO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, Pˆδx′ ) and ϕ is an isomorphism, i˜dPˆ belongs
to FO∗Gˆ(Pˆδx′ , Pˆγ) , which forces δ
x′ = γ (cf. 2.11) and ϕ˜ ∈ EG(Qˆδ, Pˆγ) . We
are done.
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3.11. Let Qˆδ be a local pointed O
∗-group on O∗Gˆ ; if Hˆ is an O
∗-sub-
group of Gˆ containing Qˆ.CGˆ(Qˆ) then from isomorphism 3.2.2 we get (cf. 2.8)
sδ
(
(O∗Gˆ)
H
)
⊂ sδ
(
(O∗Gˆ)
Q.CG(Qˆ)
)
= (O∗Gˆ)(Q)
CG(Qˆ) ∼= k 3.11.1
and therefore there is a unique point β of Hˆ on O∗Gˆ such that Qˆδ ⊂ Hˆβ ; in
particular, there are unique points ζ of Qˆ.CGˆ(Qˆ) and ν of NGˆ(Qˆδ) on O∗Gˆ
fulfilling
Qˆδ ⊂ Qˆ.CGˆ(Qˆ)ζ ⊂ NGˆ(Qˆδ)ν 3.11.2
and, according to Corollary 3.3, Qˆδ is a defect pointed O
∗-group ofNGˆ(Qˆδ)ν if
and only if it is a maximal local pointed O∗-group on O∗Gˆ [7, Corollary 1.4].
We denote by b(δ) the block of Qˆ.CGˆ(Qˆ) fulfilling b(δ)·ζ = ζ , by C¯Gˆk(Qˆ)
the k∗-group CGˆk(Qˆ)/CQ(Qˆ) , and by b¯(δ) the image of b(δ) in k∗C¯Gˆk(Qˆ) ,
which is a block of C¯Gˆk(Qˆ) over k . We say that Qˆδ is selfcentralizing, or
that it is a selfcentralizing pointed O∗-group on O∗Gˆ , if Qˆ is a defect pointed
O∗-group of Qˆ.CGˆ(Qˆ)ζ ; moreover, as in [16, 3.1], we say that Qˆδ is radical if
it is selfcentralizing and we have
Op
(
EG(Qˆδ)
)
= {1} 3.11.3.
Proposition 3.12. For any local pointed O∗-group Qˆδ on O∗Gˆ , the follow-
ing statements are equivalent:
3.12.1 Qˆδ is selfcentralizing.
3.12.2 The structural homomorphism induces kCQ(Qˆ) ∼= (O∗Gˆ)δ(Q) .
3.12.3 The block b¯(δ) of C¯Gˆk(Qˆ) has defect zero.
3.12.4 For any local pointed O∗-group Pˆγ on O∗Gˆ containing Qˆδ , Qˆ con-
tains CPˆ (Qˆ) .
Proof: With the notation above, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that sZ′
determines a surjective k-algebra homomorphism
k ⊗O′ (O
′G′ eΛ′)
Q −→ (O′∗Gˆ
O′)(Q) 3.12.5;
but, setting Q′ = QˆO
′
∩ G′ and denoting by Q′δ′ and by Q
′.CG′(Q
′)ζ′ the
respective pointed groups on O′G′ eΛ′ corresponding to Qˆδ and to Qˆ.CGˆ(Qˆ)ζ
(cf. Corollary 3.3), statement 3.12.1 implies that Q′δ′ is a defect pointed group
of Q′.CG′(Q
′)ζ′ ; in this case, it follows from [9, statements 14.5.1 and 2.9.2]
that the structural homomorphism induces an isomorphism
kZ(Q′) ∼= (O′G′ eΛ′)δ′ (Q
′) 3.12.6;
consequently, the structural homomorphism (cf. isomorphism 3.2.2)
kCQ(Qˆ) −→ (O
′
∗Gˆ
O′)(Q) ∼= (O∗Gˆ)δ(Q) 3.12.7
is surjective, which proves statement 3.12.2.
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Now, if we have the k-algebra isomorphism
kCQ(Qˆ) ∼= (O∗Gˆ)δ(Q) 3.12.8,
then we have a k-algebra embedding k → k∗C¯Gˆk(Qˆ)b¯(δ) (cf. isomorphism
3.2.2) which determines an indecomposable projective k∗C¯Gˆk(Qˆ)b¯(δ)-module
isomorphic to its own socle; thus, the block algebra k∗C¯Gˆk(Qˆ)b¯(δ) admits a
simple projective module and therefore the block b¯(δ) has defect zero.
Assume that statement 3.12.3 holds and let Pˆγ be a local pointed O
∗-
group on O∗Gˆ containing Qˆδ ; then, there are successively local points ε of
Qˆ.CPˆ (Qˆ) and ϕ of Qˆ on O∗Gˆ fulfilling
Qˆϕ ⊂ Qˆ.CPˆ (Qˆ)ε ⊂ Pˆγ 3.12.9
which forces b(ϕ) = b(δ) [2, Theorem 1.8] and therefore, since we have (cf. iso-
morphism 3.2.2)
k∗C¯Gˆk(Qˆ)b¯(δ)
∼= (O∗Gˆ)(Qˆδ) 3.12.10,
we get ϕ = δ ; in particular, since we have [2, Proposition 1.5](
(O∗Gˆ)(Q)
)(
CP (Qˆ)
)
∼= (O∗Gˆ)
(
Q.CP (Qˆ)
)
3.12.11,
BrQ(ε) is a local point of CP (Qˆ) on (O∗Gˆ)(Q) ; but, it follows from [13, The-
orem 2.9] that the canonical map
k∗CGˆk(Qˆ) −→ k∗C¯Gˆk(Qˆ) 3.12.12
is a semicovering CGˆk(Qˆ)-interior algebra homomorphism; hence, according
to [6, Proposition 3.15] and to isomorphism 3.2.2 above, BrQ(ε) determines
a local point of CP (Qˆ)/CQ(Qˆ) on k∗C¯Gˆk(Qˆ)b¯(δ) , which forces this p-group
to be trivial, so that CPˆ (Qˆ) = Z(Qˆ) .
Finally, it follows from Corollary 3.3 that statement 3.12.4 implies that,
for any local pointed groups P ′γ′ containing Q
′
δ′ , we have CP ′(Q
′) = Z(Q′) ;
then, according to [14, 4.8 and Corollary 7.3], Q′δ′ is selfcentralizing and
therefore it is a defect pointed group of Q′.CG′(Q
′)ζ′ ; hence, once again by
Corollary 3.3, Qˆδ is selfcentralizing too.
Corollary 3.13. If Pˆγ and Qˆδ are local pointed O
∗-groups on O∗Gˆ such that
Qˆδ ⊂ Pˆγ and Qˆδ is selfcentralizing then Pˆγ is selfcentralizing too.
Proof: In this situation, it is clear that Pˆγ fulfills also statement 3.12.4.
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Proposition 3.14. For any local pointed O∗-group Pˆγ on O∗Gˆ there is a
unique local point γk of P on k∗Gˆ
k containing the image of γ , the canonical
group homomorphism
EG(Pˆγ) −→ EG(Pγk) 3.14.1
is surjective and its kernel is an abelian p-group. In particular, Pγk is self-
centralizing if and only if EG(Pˆγ) is isomorphic to EG(Pγk) and Pˆγ is self-
centralizing too. Moreover, for any local pointed group Qδk on k∗Gˆ
k , there
is a local point δ on O∗Gˆ of the converse image Qˆ of Q in Gˆ such that δ
k
contains the image of δ and that the canonical map
EG(Qˆδ, Pˆγ) −→ EG(Qδk , Pγk) 3.14.2
is surjective.
Proof: With the notation above, it follows from Corollary 3.3 that Pˆγ deter-
mines a local pointed group P ′γ′ on O
′G′eΛ′ ; but, it is clear that the image
γ′k of γ′ in kG′eΛ′ is a local point of P on this k-algebra; moreover, it follows
from [13, Theorem 2.9] that the canonical map
kG′eΛ′ −→ k∗Gˆ
k 3.14.3
is a semicovering G-algebra homomorphism; hence, according to [6, Propo-
sition 3.15], the image of γ′k is contained in a local point γk of P on k∗Gˆ
k ,
which then contains the image of γ ; moreover, if follows from [13, Corol-
lary 2.13] that Pγk is selfcentralizing if and only if EG(Pˆγ) is isomorphic to
EG(Pγk) and Pˆγ is selfcentralizing too.
The existence of the local point δ of Qˆ in the converse image of δk follows
from [6, Proposition 3.15] and from the fact that homomorphism 3.14.3 is a
semicovering; moreover, if EG(Qδk , Pγk) is not empty then it is quite clear
that we can choose δ in such a way that EG(Qˆδ, Pˆγ) is also not empty; in
this case, the surjectivity of the canonical map 3.14.2 follows from [13, The-
orem 2.9]† and from Proposition 3.10 above.
4. Fong reduction for interior algebras over an O∗-group
4.1. As a matter of fact, all our arguments in [15, §3] on interior alge-
bras over finite k∗-groups can be translated to interior algebras over finite
O∗-groups; we will explicit the translation of the statements since they de-
mand some modifications, and some indications on the proofs if necessary;
but, it seems useless to repeat the identical part of the proofs.
† In [13, Theorem 2.9] the necessary assumption that there is at least an A-fusion from Q
δ
to P
γ
has been forgotten.
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4.2. The first modification concerns, for any finite p-group P , the in-
volved Dade P -algebras ; in our present situation, we call Dade P -algebra a
full matrix algebra S over O endowed with an action of P which stabilizes
an O-basis of S containing 1S ; recall that two Dade P -algebras S and S
′ are
similar if S can be embedded (cf. 2.8) in the tensor product End(N)⊗k S
′ for
a suitable kP -module N with a P -stable O-basis [11, 1.5 and 2.5.1]. More-
over, recall that S(P ) is a simple k-algebra [11, 1.8]; in particular, if S is
primitive then we have
rankO(S) ≡ 1 mod p 4.2.1;
hence, in all the cases, it follows from [11, 3.13] that the action of P on S
can be lifted to a group homomorphism P → S∗ and we will consider S as
a P -interior algebra. Since S(P ) is simple, P has a unique local point π
on S [11, 1.8] that very often we omit, respectively writing FS(P ) and FˆS(P )
instead of FS(Ppi) and FˆS(Ppi) (cf. 2.11 and 2.12). Moreover, since we have
an evident k∗-group homomorphism
FˆS(P ) −→ Fˆk⊗OS(P ) 4.2.2,
any polarization ω considered in [16, 2.15] still supplies a k∗-group homomor-
phism
ω(Pˆ ,S) : FˆS(P ) −→ k
∗ 4.2.3.
4.3. Let Pˆ be an O∗-group with O∗-quotient P ; we call monomial any
O∗Pˆ -module M such that the sources of any indecomposable direct sum-
mand of M have O-rang one or, equivalently, it admits an O-module decom-
position M =
⊕
i∈I Li such that rankO(Li) = 1 and that Pˆ stabilizes the
family {Li}i∈I ; then, k ⊗O M is a permutation kP -module. More precisely,
we call twisted diagonal O∗(Pˆ ×ˆ Pˆ
◦)-module any monomial O∗(Pˆ ×ˆ Pˆ
◦)-mo-
duleM such that the intersections of any vertex of any indecomposable direct
summand of M with the images in Pˆ ×ˆ Pˆ ◦ of Pˆ and Pˆ ◦ coincide with the
image of O∗ .
4.4. Let Gˆ be an O∗-group with finite O∗-quotient G and A a Gˆ-interior
algebra; as in [13, 2.8], we denote by LA the local category of A where the
objects are the local pointed groups on A and the morphisms are the A-fusions
(cf. 2.11) between them with the usual composition [8, Definition 2.15]. Let S
be a G-stable unitary subalgebra of A isomorphic to a direct product of full
matrix algebras over O and assume that G acts transitively on the set I of
primitive idempotents of the center Z(S) of S ; let i be an element of I and
denote by Hˆ the stabilizer of i in Gˆ . Thus, the O∗-quotient H of Hˆ acts on
the full O-matrix algebra Si determining an O∗-group ˆH , together with an
O∗-group homomorphism ρ :ˆH → (Si)∗ (cf. 2.7) and we set (cf. 2.6)
Hˆ= Hˆ ∗ (ˆH)◦ 4.4.1;
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moreover, if P is a p-subgroup of H and ResHP (Si) is a Dade P -algebra,
according to 4.2 the converse image ˆP of P in ˆH is split and therefore, up
to the choice of a splitting ˆP ∼= O∗ × P , we can identify to each other the
converse images in Hˆ and Hˆof any subgroup Q of P ; if p does not divide
rankO(Si) , we fix our choice assuming that ρ(1× P ) ⊂ Ker(detSi) .
Proposition 4.5. With the notation and the hypothesis above, there exists
an Hˆ-interior algebra B , unique up to isomorphisms, such that we have a
Gˆ-interior algebra isomorphism
A ∼= IndGˆHˆ(Si⊗k B) 4.5.1
mapping s ∈ Si on 1 ⊗ (s ⊗ 1B) ⊗ 1 . In particular, A and B are Morita
equivalent.
Proof: Since [7, Proposition 2.1] holds over O , the proof of [15, Proposi-
tion 3.2] applies.
Corollary 4.6. With the notation and the hypothesis above, assume that
B has a unique H-conjugacy class of maximal local pointed O∗-groups Pˆγ ,
that ResHP (Si) is a Dade P -algebra and that A and B are twisted diagonal
O∗(Pˆ ×ˆ Pˆ
◦)-modules by left- and right-hand multiplication. Choosing a split-
ting ˆP ∼= O∗ × P , for any local pointed O∗-group Qˆδ on B we have a local
point ι(δ) of Qˆ on A such that isomorphism 4.5.1 induces a Qˆ-interior algebra
embedding
Aι(δ) −→ Res
H
Q (Si)⊗O Bδ 4.6.1
and this correspondence determines an equivalence of categories ι:LB → LA
between the local categories of B and A . In particular, A has a unique
G-conjugacy class of maximal local pointed O∗-groups.
Proof: The proof of [15, Corollary 3.3] shows the existence of a map ι
between the sets of local pointed O∗-groups on B and on A . Then, in order
to prove the equality
FB(Rˆε, Qˆδ) = FA(Rˆι(ε), Qˆι(δ)) 4.6.2
for any pair of local pointed O∗-groups Qˆδ and Rˆε on B , note that it follows
from Proposition 3.5 above that [8, Proposition 2.14] and [10, Theorem 5.3]
apply to our present situation; thus, we still have
FiAi(Rˆι(ε), Qˆι(δ)) = FA(Rˆι(ε), Qˆι(δ)) 4.6.3
and, since we have iAi ∼= Si⊗OB , it suffices to prove that FSi(R,Q) contains
both FiAi(Rˆι(ε), Qˆι(δ)) and FB(Rˆε, Qˆδ) .
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Let ϕˆ : Rˆ → Qˆ be an O∗-group homomorphism which belongs either to
FA(Rˆι(ε), Qˆι(δ)) or to FB(Rˆε, Qˆδ) ; once again, according to Proposition 3.5
above, [8, Proposition 2.18] apply to our present situation and therefore, since
ResHP (Si) is a Dade P -algebra, if follows from [11, statement 2.5.1] that it
suffices to prove that the Dade R-algebras ResHR (Si) and Resϕ
(
ResHQ (Si)
)
are similar (cf. 4.2). But, it follows from [11, statement 1.5.2] that these
Dade R-algebras are similar if and only if the corresponding Dade R-algebras
over k are so; moreover, according to our hypothesis, the actions of P × P
on k ⊗O A and k⊗O B by left and right multiplication stabilize bases where
P × {1} and {1} × P act freely, so that the hypothesis of [15, Corollary 3.3]
are fulfilled.
Consequently, the proof of [15, Corollary 3.3] applies, proving that the
corresponding Dade P -algebras over k
ResHR (k ⊗O Si) and Resϕ
(
ResHQ (k ⊗O Si)
)
4.6.4
are indeed similar to each other which shows that the functor ι :LB → LA is
fully faithful ; once again, the proof of [15, Corollary 3.3] applies showing that
this functor is essentially surjective, so that it is an equivalence of categories.
We are done.
4.7. The main point in Fong reduction is that if A is a block algebra
O∗Gˆb for a block b of Gˆ then i is a block of Hˆ and if moreover p does
note divide rankO(Si) then B is also a block algebra. Denote by V a simple
k ⊗O Si-module, which becomes an k∗
ˆHk-module through ρ (cf. 4.4).
Proposition 4.8. With the notation and the hypothesis above, if A ∼= O∗Gˆb
for a block b of Gˆ then i is a block of Hˆ which belongs to a point β of Hˆ
on A and we have i(O∗Gˆ)i = O∗Hˆi . In particular, we have an equivalence
of categories LO∗Hˆi
∼= LO∗Gˆb .
Proof: Replacing [15, Corollary 3.3] by Corollary 4.6 above, the proof of
[15, Proposition 3.5] applies and then the last statement follows from Corol-
lary 4.6 above.
Theorem 4.9. With the notation and the hypothesis above, assume that we
have A ∼= O∗Gˆb for a block b of Gˆ and that p does not divide rankO(Si) .
Then, we have B ∼= O∗H
ˆc for a block c of Hˆand V is a simple k∗
ˆHk-mo-
dule. Moreover, if ResHP (Si) is a Dade P -algebra, we have an equivalence of
categories LO∗Hˆc
∼= LO∗Gˆb .
Proof: It follows from Proposition 3.5 above that [10, §4] apply to our present
situation; thus, replacing [15, Corollary 3.3] by Corollary 4.6 above, the proof
of [15, Theorem 3.6] applies.
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Theorem 4.10. With the notation and the hypothesis above, assume that
A ∼= O∗Gˆb for a block b of Gˆ and that S = O∗Kˆb for a normal O
∗-subgroup Kˆ
of Gˆ having a block d of defect zero such that db 6= 0 . Then, K is a normal
subgroup of Hˆand we have B ∼= O∗(H
ˆ/K)c¯ for a block c¯ of Hˆ/K .
Proof: The corresponding part of the proof of [15, Theorem 3.7] applies.
4.11. It is well-known that, up to replacing O by K , the so-called Clif-
ford’s reduction can be viewed as a particular case of Fong’s reduction. Ex-
plicitly, let Nˆ be a normal O∗-subgroup of Gˆ and ν an absolutely irreducible
character of Nˆ ; denote by IrrK(Gˆ, ν) the set of χ ∈ IrrK(Gˆ) such that ν is
involved in ResGˆ
Nˆ
(χ) , by eν the primitive idempotent of Z(K∗Nˆ) associated
with ν and by H and Hˆ the respective stabilizers of ν in G and Gˆ . If Kˆ is
an extension of K of degree divisible by |G| , it follows from Proposition 2.3
that, denoting by Oˆ the ring of integers of Kˆ and setting
ˆˆ
G = GˆOˆ ,
ˆˆ
H = HˆOˆ and
ˆˆ
N = Nˆ Oˆ 4.11.1,
there are an Oˆ∗-group ˆˆH with Oˆ∗-quotientH containing and normalizing
ˆˆ
N ,
and an Oˆ∗-group homomorphism
ˆˆH −→ (Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Neζ)
∗ 4.11.2
lifting the action of H on Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Neζ and extending the structural Oˆ
∗-group
homomorphism from
ˆˆ
N . It is clear that this homomorphism determines an
irreducible character Ext(ν) of ˆˆH ; moreover, we set Hˆˆ =
ˆˆ
H ∗ (ˆˆH)◦ and
identify N ⊂
ˆˆ
N ∗
ˆˆ
N◦ with its canonical image in Hˆˆ.
Proposition 4.12. With the notation above, we have a
ˆˆ
G-interior algebra
isomorphism
Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
GTrGH(eν)
∼= Ind
ˆˆ
G
ˆˆ
H
(
Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Neν ⊗Kˆ Kˆ∗(H
ˆˆ/N)
)
4.12.1
mapping yeν on 1 ⊗ (yeν ⊗ 1) ⊗ 1 for any y ∈
ˆˆ
N . In particular, if K is a
splitting field for Gˆ then Kˆ is a splitting field for Hˆˆ/N and the map sending
any ζ ∈ IrrKˆ(H
ˆˆ/N) to
χ = Ind
ˆˆ
G
ˆˆ
H
(
Ext(ν)⊗ Res(ζ)
)
4.12.2,
where Res(ζ) denotes the corresponding irreducible character of Hˆˆ, deter-
mines a bijection
IrrKˆ(H
ˆˆ/N) ∼= IrrK(Gˆ, ν) 4.12.3
fulfilling d(χ) = d(ν) + d(ζ) .
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Proof: Considering a setX ⊂ G of representatives for G/H and the G-stable
pairwise orthogonal set of idempotents {(eν)
x−1}x∈X , from [9, 2.14.2] we get
a
ˆˆ
G-interior algebra isomorphism
Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
GTrGH(eν)
∼= Ind
ˆˆ
G
ˆˆ
H
(
eν(Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
G)eν
)
4.12.4
and, as in the proof of [15, Proposition 3.5], we actually get
eν(Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
G)eν = Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Heν 4.12.5;
moreover, since Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Neν is a full matrix algebra over Kˆ and a unitary sub-
algebra of Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Heν , the multiplication in this Kˆ-algebra induces a Kˆ-algebra
isomorphism
Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Neν ⊗Kˆ C
∼= Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Heν 4.12.6
where C is the centralizer of Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Neν in Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Heν [7, Proposition 2.1]; then, as
in the proof of [15, Proposition 3.2], C becomes an Hˆˆ/N -interior algebra
and it is easily checked that the structural Kˆ-algebra homomorphism
Kˆ∗(Hˆˆ/N) −→ C 4.12.7
is an isomorphism.
In particular, if K is a splitting field for Gˆ then K∗GˆTr
G
H(eν) is a direct
product of full matrix algebras over K and therefore Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
GTrGH(eν) is a direct
product of full matrix algebras over Kˆ ; since Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Neν is a full matrix algebra
over Kˆ , this forces Kˆ∗(Hˆˆ/N) to be also a full matrix algebra over Kˆ and
induces bijection 4.12.3. Finally, setting ξ = Ext(ν) ⊗ Res(ζ) , we have
d(χ) = ϑp
( |G|
χ(1)
)
= ϑp
( |H |
ξ(1)
)
= ϑp
( |N ||H/N |
ν(1)ζ(1)
)
= d(ν) + d(ζ) 4.12.8.
We are done.
5. The p-solvable O∗-group case
5.1. As above, Gˆ is an O∗-group with finite O∗-quotient G and in this
section we assume that G is p-solvable. Let b be a block of Gˆ and S a G-stable
unitary subalgebra of A isomorphic to a direct product of full matrix algebras
over O , maximal such that p does not divide the O-rank of its indecom-
posable factors. Since b is primitive in Z(O∗Gˆb) , G acts transitively on the
set I of primitive idempotents of Z(S) and we borrow the notations i , Hˆ , ˆH
and Hˆ from 4.4. According to Propositions 4.5 and 4.8, and to Theorem 4.9,
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i is a block of Hˆ which belongs to a point β of Hˆ on O∗Gˆ and, for a suitable
block c of Hˆ, we have Gˆ- and Hˆ-interior algebra isomorphisms
O∗Gˆb ∼= Ind
Gˆ
Hˆ
(O∗Hˆi) and (O∗Gˆ)β ∼= O∗Hˆi ∼= Si⊗O O∗H
ˆc 5.1.1
and an equivalence of categories ι :LO∗H cˆ → LO∗Gˆb ; in particular, there is
a defect pointed O∗-group Pˆγ of b contained in Hˆβ . Moreover, we denote by
Op′(Hˆ) , Op′(
ˆH) and Op′(H
ˆ) the respective inverse images in Hˆ , ˆH and Hˆ
of Op′(H) .
Proposition 5.2. With the notation and the hypothesis above, P is a Sylow
p-subgroup of H , Si coincides with O∗Op′(Hˆ)i and is a Dade P -algebra, and
the inclusion of Op′(Hˆ) in (Si)
∗ induces an H-stable O∗-group isomorphism
O∗×Op′(H) ∼= Op′(H
ˆ) such that, identifying Op′(H) with its image, we have
c =
1
|Op′(H)|
∑
y∈Op′(H)
y and O∗H
ˆc ∼= O∗
(
Hˆ/Op′(H)
)
5.2.1.
In particular, we have an equivalence of categories LO∗Gˆ b
∼= LO∗(H /ˆOp′ (H))
and the O-algebras O∗Gˆ b and O∗
(
Hˆ/Op′(H)
)
are Morita equivalent. More-
over, setting Q = P ∩Op′,p(H) , c is primitive in (O∗H
ˆc)Q .
Proof: Note that the Brauer First Main Theorem still holds for blocks
of O∗-groups (cf. 2.7) and that it follows from Proposition 3.5 above that
[10, Proposition 5.6 and Corollary 5.8] apply to our present situation; thus,
the proof of [15, Proposition 4.2] applies. Moreover, since Si is generated by
a finite p′-group [9, Lemma 5.5], P stabilizes an O-basis of Si and, since p
does not divide rankO(Si) , P fixes some element in any P -stable O-basis;
then, the last statement follows from Proposition 4.5 and Theorem 4.9.
Corollary 5.3. With the notation and the hypothesis above, denote by Q the
intersection P ∩ Op′,p(H) , by Qˆ the converse image of Q in Pˆ and by δ a
local point of Qˆ on O∗Gˆ such that Qˆδ ⊂ Pˆγ ⊂ Hˆβ . Then, Qˆδ is the unique
local pointed O∗-group on O∗Gˆ fulfilling the following conditions
5.3.1 We have Qˆδ ⊳ Pˆγ , CP (Q) = Z(Q) and Op
(
EG(Qˆδ)
)
= {1}
5.3.2 We have EG(Rˆε, Pˆγ) = ENG(Qˆδ)(Rˆε, Pˆγ) for any local pointed O
∗-
group Rˆε on O∗Gˆ contained in Pˆγ .
Moreover, denoting by b and f the respective blocks of Gˆ and NGˆ(Qˆδ) deter-
mined by Pˆγ , the O-algebras O∗Gˆ b and O∗NGˆ(Qˆδ)f are Morita equivalent.
Proof: It follows from Proposition 5.2 that Si is a Dade P -algebra; hence,
Corollary 4.6 and Theorem 4.9 above apply, and therefore the proof of [15,
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Corollary 4.3] applies too. Moreover, it follows from isomorphisms 5.1.1 and
Proposition 5.2 above that O∗Gˆ b is Morita equivalent to O∗
(
Hˆ/Op′(H)
)
;
similarly, setting Nˆ = NHˆ(Qˆδ) and N = NH(Qˆδ) , O∗NGˆ(Qˆδ)f is Morita
equivalent to O∗
(
Nˆ/Op′(N)
)
; but, the uniqueness of δ forces N = NH(Qˆ)
and thus, by the Frattini argument , we get H = Op′(H).N , so that we still
get
H/Op′(H) ∼= N/Op′(N) 5.3.3.
Finally, we claim that we have an O∗-group isomorphism
Hˆ/Op′(H) ∼= N
ˆ/Op′(N) 5.3.4;
indeed, it suffices to prove that ˆN is an O∗-subgroup of ˆH ; but, these
O∗-groups come from the respective actions of N and H on Op′(Nˆ) and
Op′(Hˆ) and therefore it suffices to prove that
ˆNk is an k∗-subgroup of ˆHk ;
moreover, it is clear that
Op′(Nˆ) = COp′(Hˆ)
(Qˆ) 5.3.5.
Consequently, the corresponding block j of Nˆ fulfills BrQ(j) = BrQ(i) and
therefore we have to consider the respective actions of N and H on (Si)(Q)
and k⊗O Si ; thus, our claim follows from the existence of a splitting (cf. 4.2)
ω(Q,k⊗OSi) : Fˆk⊗OSi(Q) −→ k
∗ 5.3.6.
5.4. Similarly as in [16], we call Fitting pointed O∗-group of Gˆ any local
pointed O∗-group Oˆη on O∗Gˆ fulfilling conditions 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 above with
respect to some maximal local pointed O∗-group Pˆγ on O∗Gˆ .
Theorem 5.5. With the notation and the hypothesis above, there are a
p-solvable finite O∗-group Lˆ containing Pˆ as an O∗-subgroup and a primitive
Dade P -algebra T , both unique up to isomorphisms, fulfilling the following
conditions
5.5.1 CL
(
Op(L)
)
= Z
(
Op(L)
)
where L is the O∗-quotient of Lˆ .
5.5.2 There is a Pˆ -interior algebra embedding eγ : (O∗Gˆ)γ −→ T ⊗O O∗Lˆ .
In particular, eγ induces an equivalence of categories LO∗Gˆ b
∼= LO∗Lˆ and a
Morita equivalence between the O-algebras O∗Gˆ b and O∗Lˆ . Moreover, for
any local pointed O∗-group Qˆδ on O∗Gˆ contained in Pˆγ , we have
FO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, Pˆγ) ⊂ FT (Q,P ) 5.5.3
and, denoting by Qˆδ˙ the corresponding local pointed O
∗-group on O∗Lˆ , any
polarization ω determines a k∗-group isomorphism
FˆO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ)
∼= FˆO∗Lˆ(Qˆδ˙) 5.5.4.
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Proof: As in [15, 4.4], the existence of Lˆ , T and eγ follows from the re-
sults above; moreover, it follows from [11, statement 1.5.2] that, in order
to prove the uniqueness of the Dade P -algebra T , it suffices to prove the
uniqueness of the Dade P -algebra k⊗O T over k and this uniqueness follows
from [15, Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 4.6].
Moreover, from Corollary 4.6, any local pointed O∗-group Qˆδ on O∗Gˆ
contained in Pˆγ determines a local pointed O
∗-group Qˆδ˙ on O∗Lˆ , and this
correspondence is bijective; then, since (O∗Gˆ)γ and O∗Lˆ are twisted diagonal
O∗(Pˆ ×ˆ Pˆ
◦)-modules by left- and right-hand multiplication, it follows again
from Corollary 4.6 above and from the uniqueness of the Pˆγ-source pair (T, Lˆ)
that we have
FO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, Pˆγ) = FO∗Lˆ(Qˆδ˙, Pˆγ˙) ⊂ FT (Q,P ) 5.5.5.
At this pont, according to [10, Proposition 5.11], any polarization ω
determines a k∗-group isomorphism
FˆO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ)
∼= FˆO∗Lˆ(Qˆδ˙) 5.5.6.
Finally, isomorphism 5.6.4 below together with Proposition 4.5 implies the
Morita equivalence between O∗Gˆ b and O∗Lˆ . We are done.
5.6. Let b be a block of Gˆ and Pˆγ a maximal local pointed O
∗-group
on O∗Gˆ b ; we call Pˆγ-source of b any pair (T, Lˆ) formed by a primitive Dade
P -algebra T — considered as a P -interior algebra fulfilling
detT (P ·idT ) = {1} 5.6.1
— and by a p-solvable finite O∗-group Lˆ containing Pˆ as an O∗-subgroup,
which fulfills conditions 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 above. Then, since we have Pˆ -interior
algebra embeddings
O∗Lˆ −→ T
◦ ⊗O T ⊗O O∗Lˆ←− T
◦ ⊗O (O∗Gˆ)γ 5.6.2
and Pˆ has a unique local point (T ◦ ⊗O T ) × γ˙ on T
◦ ⊗O T ⊗O O∗Lˆ [10,
Theorem 5.3], we still have a Pˆ -interior algebra embedding
e◦γ : O∗Lˆ −→ T
◦ ⊗O (O∗Gˆ)γ 5.6.3.
Note that, according to Corollary 4.6 and Proposition 5.2 above, the unique-
ness of the Pˆγ-source pair (T, Lˆ) forces the existence of an O
∗-group isomor-
phism
Lˆ ∼= Hˆ/Op′(H) 5.6.4
inducing the canonical O∗-group homomorphism Pˆ → Hˆ/Op′(H) , and of a
P -algebra embedding T → ResHP (Si) .
5.7. Let Qˆδ be a local pointed O
∗-subgroup on O∗Gˆ contained in Pˆγ
and containing the Fitting pointed O∗-group Oˆη of Gˆ contained in Pˆγ ;
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we know that there is a unique point β of NGˆ(Qˆδ) on O∗Gˆ fulfilling (cf. 3.11)
Qˆδ ⊂ NGˆ(Qˆδ)β 5.7.1
and that, up to replacing Pˆγ by a G-conjugate, we may assume that NPˆ (Qˆδ)ρ
is a defect pointed O∗-group ofNGˆ(Qˆδ)β for a suitable local point ρ ofNPˆ (Qˆδ)
on O∗Gˆ ; then, denoting by f the block of CGˆ(Qˆ) determined by δ , note that
f is still a block of NGˆ(Qˆδ) and that NPˆ (Qˆδ)ρ determines a maximal local
pointed O∗-group NPˆ (Qˆδ)ρ¯ on O∗NGˆ(Qˆδ)f
Proposition 5.8. With the notation and the hypothesis above, if (T
δ
, Lˆ
δ
)
is a NPˆ (Qˆδ)ρ¯-source of the block f of NGˆ(Qˆδ) , we have an NPˆ (Qˆδ)-algebra
embedding and an O∗-group isomorphism inducing the identity on NPˆ (Qˆδ)
k ⊗O T
δ
−→ T (Q) and Lˆ
δ ∼= NLˆ(Qˆ) 5.8.1.
Proof: It follows from Proposition 5.2 that Si = O∗Op′(Hˆ)i is a Dade
P -algebra and therefore the k-algebra (cf. isomorphism 3.2.2)
(Si)(Q) ∼= k∗Op′
(
CHˆk (Qˆ)
)
BrQ(i) 5.8.2
is simple [11, 1.8]; thus, denoting by fk the image of f in k∗NGˆk(Qˆδ) , it is
clear that NG(Qˆδ) stabilizes the semisimple k-subalgebra∏
x
k∗Op′
(
CHˆk (Qˆ)
)
BrQ(i
x) 5.8.3
of k∗NGˆk(Qˆδ)f
k , where x ∈ NG(Qˆδ) runs over a set of representatives
for NG(Qˆδ)/NH(Qˆδ) .
Hence, it follows from [15, Proposition 3.5] that BrQ(i) is a block of
NHˆk(Qˆδ) over k and therefore it comes from a block j of NHˆ(Qˆδ) (cf. 3.6);
actually, it is easily checked that j belongs to O∗Op′
(
CHˆ(Qˆ)
)
i ⊂ Si ; in
particular, NG(Qˆδ) stabilizes in O∗NGˆ(Qˆδ)f the following direct product of
full matrix algebras over O
S
δ
=
∏
x
O∗Op′
(
CHˆ(Qˆ)
)
jx 5.8.4,
where x ∈ NG(Qˆδ) runs over a set of representatives for NG(Qˆδ)/NH(Qˆδ) ,
it acts transitively over the set J of primitive idempotents of Z(S
δ
) , and
NH(Qˆδ) is the stabilizer of j ∈ J .
Consequently, setting Kˆ = Op′
(
CHˆ(Qˆ)
)
and considering the corres-
ponding O∗-groups ˆNH(Qˆδ) and NH(Qˆδ)
ˆ , it follows from Proposition 5.2
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that we have a NGˆ(Qˆδ)-interior algebra isomorphism
O∗NGˆ(Qˆδ)f
∼= Ind
NGˆ(Qˆδ)
NHˆ(Qˆδ)
(
O∗Kˆj ⊗O O∗(NH(Qˆδ)
ˆ/K)
)
5.8.5;
thus, it follows from 5.6 above that we have an NPˆ (Qˆδ)-algebra embedding
T
δ
→ O∗Kˆj and therefore, since we have a P -algebra embedding T → Si ,
from isomorphism 5.8.2 we get NPˆ (Qˆδ)-algebra embeddings
k ⊗O T
δ
−→ (Si)(Q)←− T (Q) 5.8.6
which induces the NPˆ (Qˆδ)-algebra embedding in 5.8.1 since the NPˆ (Qˆδ)-al-
gebra T
δ
is primitive.
Finally, since the k∗-group ˆNH(Qˆδ)
k comes from the action of NH(Qˆδ)
on the simple k-algebra (Si)(Q) , the existence of a splitting (cf. 4.2)
ω(Q,k⊗OSi) : Fˆk⊗OSi(Q) −→ k
∗ 5.8.7
shows thatˆNH(Qˆδ)
k can be identified to the k∗-groupN Hˆk(Qˆδ) and therefore
we get a k∗-group isomorphism(
NH(Qˆδ)
ˆ
)k ∼= N(H )ˆk(Qˆδ) 5.8.8;
moreover, since both O∗-groups NH(Qˆδ)
ˆ and NHˆ(Qˆδ) contain NPˆ (Qˆδ) , and
NP (Qˆδ) is a Sylow p-subgroup of NH(Qˆδ) , it follows from [3, Ch. XII, The-
orem 10.1] that these O∗-groups are isomorphic, so that we get O∗-group
isomorphisms
Lˆ
δ ∼= NH(Qˆδ)
ˆ/K ∼= NHˆ(Qˆδ)/K ∼= NLˆ(Qˆ) 5.8.9.
We are done.
5.9. Let us denote by OutPˆ
(
(O∗Gˆ)γ
)
the group of exterior automor-
phisms (cf. 2.8) of the Pˆ -interior algebra (O∗Gˆ)γ , which is Abelian according
to [9, Proposition 14.9].
Proposition 5.10. With the notation above, there are group isomorphisms
OutPˆ
(
(O∗Gˆ)γ
)
∼= OutPˆ (O∗Lˆ)
∼= Hom(L, k∗) 5.10.1
mapping σ˜ ∈ OutPˆ
(
(O∗Gˆ)γ
)
on an element ˙˜σ ∈ OutPˆ (O∗Lˆ) such that, for
any Pˆ -interior algebra embedding eγ : (O∗Gˆ)γ → T ⊗O O∗Lˆ we have
e˜γ ◦ σ˜ = (i˜dT ⊗ ˙˜σ) ◦ e˜γ 5.10.2,
and mapping ζ ∈ Hom(L, k∗) on the exterior class of the Pˆ -interior algebra
automorphism of O∗Lˆ sending yˆ ∈ Lˆ to ζ(y)·yˆ where y is the image of yˆ in L .
Moreover, OutPˆ
(
(O∗Gˆ)γ
)
acts regularly over the set of exterior embeddings
from (O∗Gˆ)γ to T ⊗O O∗Lˆ .
Proof: The proof of [16, Proposition 5.2] applies.
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6. Charactered pointed O∗-groups
6.1. Let Gˆ be an O∗-group with a finite p-solvable O∗-quotient G and
assume that K is a splitting field for all the O∗-subgroups of Gˆ. The main
difference from [16] is that, in our present situation, any O∗-subgroup Qˆ of Gˆ
with a finite p-group O∗-quotient Q has to be always “accompanied” with an
irreducible character .
6.2. Thus, let us call charactered O∗-subgroup of Gˆ any pair (Qˆ, µ)
formed by an O∗-subgroup Qˆ of Gˆ with a finite p-group O∗-quotient Q and
an irreducible K-character µ of Qˆ , and call defect of (Qˆ, µ) the defect of µ
(cf. 3.8); denote by eµ the central idempotent of K∗Qˆ determined by µ and
by NGˆ(Qˆ, µ) the stabilizer of µ in NGˆ(Qˆ) .
6.3. Now, as in 4.11 above, if Kˆ is an extension of K of degree divisible
by |G| and Oˆ the ring of integers of Kˆ , it follows from Proposition 2.3 that
there are an Oˆ∗-group
ˆˆ
NG(Qˆ, µ) with Oˆ
∗-quotient NG(Qˆ, µ) containing and
normalizing
ˆˆ
Q = QˆOˆ , and an Oˆ∗-group homomorphism
ˆˆ
NG(Qˆ, µ) −→ (Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Qeµ)
∗ 6.3.1
lifting the action of NG(Qˆ, µ) on Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Qeµ and extending the structural Oˆ
∗-
group homomorphism from
ˆˆ
Q ; then, setting
ˆˆ
G = GˆOˆ , the group Q ⊂
ˆˆ
Q∗
ˆˆ
Q
◦
becomes a normal subgroup of N ˆˆ
G
(Qˆ, µ) ∗
ˆˆ
NG(Qˆ, µ)
◦ and we set
ˆ¯NG(Qˆ, µ) =
(
N ˆˆG(Qˆ, µ) ∗
ˆˆ
NG(Qˆ, µ)
◦
)/
Q 6.3.2
which is an Oˆ∗-group with Oˆ∗-quotient N¯G(Qˆ, µ) = NGˆ(Qˆ, µ)/Qˆ ; moreover,
according to Proposition 4.12, we have a bijection
IrrK(NGˆ(Qˆ), µ)
∼= IrrKˆ
( ˆ¯NG(Qˆ, µ)) 6.3.3
fulfilling d(ζ) = d(µ) + d(ζ¯) if ζ ∈ IrrK(NGˆ(Qˆ), µ) maps on ζ¯ .
6.4. We say that a charactered O∗-subgroup (Rˆ, ν) of Gˆ is normal
in (Qˆ, µ) if Rˆ is normal in Qˆ , Q stabilizes ν , and ν is involved in ResQˆ
Rˆ
(µ) or,
equivalently, we have
µ(1)
ν(1)
·ν = ResQˆ
Rˆ
(µ) ; then, setting
ˆˆ
R = RˆOˆ , it follows
from Propositions 3.2 and 4.12 that the action of Q on Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Reν determines
an Oˆ∗-group
ˆˆ
Q
ν
of Oˆ∗-quotient Q , that R can be identified to a normal
subgroup of
ˆˆ
Q ∗ (
ˆˆ
Q
ν
)◦ and that, setting
Q¯ = Q/R and ˆ¯Q =
( ˆˆ
Q ∗ (
ˆˆ
Q
ν
)◦
)
/R 6.4.1
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and denoting by µOˆ the irreducible character of
ˆˆ
Q determined by µ , there is
a unique irreducible character µ¯ of ˆ¯Q fulfilling
µOˆ = Ext(ν)⊗ Res(µ¯) and d(µ) = d(ν) + d(µ¯) 6.4.2
where Ext(ν) and Res(µ¯) are the corresponding irreducible characters of
ˆˆ
Q
ν
and
ˆˆ
Q ∗ (
ˆˆ
Q
ν
)◦ .
Proposition 6.5. With the notation and the hypothesis above, let (Qˆ, µ) and
(Rˆ, ν) be charactered O∗-subgroups of Gˆ such that (Rˆ, ν) is normal in (Qˆ, µ) .
Set N = NG(Rˆ, ν) and N¯ = N/R . Denote by
ˆˆ
K an extension of Kˆ of
degree divisible by N¯ and by
ˆˆ
O the ring of integers of
ˆˆ
K . Then, ( ˆ¯Q, µ¯) is
a charactered Oˆ∗-subgroup of ˆ¯NG(Rˆ, ν) and the natural group isomorphism
N¯N (Qˆ, µ) ∼= N¯N¯ (
ˆ¯Q, µ¯) can be canonically lifted to an
ˆˆ
O-group isomorphism
ˆ¯NN (Qˆ, µ)
ˆˆ
O ∼= ˆ¯N N¯ (
ˆ¯Q, µ¯) 6.5.1.
Proof: Clearly ˆ¯Q is contained in ˆ¯N = ˆ¯NG(Rˆ, ν) (cf. 6.3.2); thus, (
ˆ¯Q, µ¯) is a
charactered Oˆ∗-subgroup of ˆ¯N and, according to our definition, we have
ˆ¯N N¯ (
ˆ¯Q, µ¯) =
(
N ˆ¯ˆ
N
( ˆ¯Q, µ¯) ∗
ˆˆ
N N¯ (
ˆ¯Q, µ¯)◦
)/
Q¯ 6.5.2
where we set
ˆ¯ˆ
N = ˆ¯N
ˆˆ
O . But, it follows from Proposition 4.12 that we have
Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Qeµ ∼= Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Reν ⊗Kˆ Kˆ∗
ˆ¯Qeµ¯ 6.5.3
and thatNN (Qˆ, µ) stabilizes each factor of this tensor product. Consequently,
we get a canonical
ˆˆ
O∗-group isomorphism
ˆˆ
NN (Qˆ, µ)
ˆˆ
O ∼= N ˆˆ
NG(Rˆ,ν)
(Qˆ, µ)
ˆˆ
O ∗
ˆˆ
NN (
ˆ¯Q, µ¯) 6.5.4,
where
ˆˆ
NN (
ˆ¯Q, µ¯) denotes the corresponding pull-back from
ˆˆ
N N¯ (
ˆ¯Q, µ¯) , and
therefore we still get
ˆˆ
NN¯ (
ˆ¯Q, µ¯) ∼=
( ˆˆ
NN (Qˆ, µ) ∗N ˆˆ
NG(Rˆ,ν)
(Qˆ, µ)◦
) ˆˆO/
R 6.5.5.
Moreover, always according to our definition, we have
ˆ¯N ∼=
(
N ˆˆ
G
(Rˆ, ν) ∗
ˆˆ
NG(Rˆ, ν)
◦
)/
R 6.5.6
and therefore we still have
N ˆ¯ˆ
N
( ˆ¯Q, µ¯) ∼=
(
NN ˆˆ
G
(Qˆ,µ)(Rˆ, ν) ∗
ˆˆ
NNG(Qˆ,µ)(Rˆ, ν)
◦
) ˆˆO
/R 6.5.7.
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Hence, setting
ˆˆ
N = Nˆ Oˆ , we finally obtain
ˆ¯N N¯ (
ˆ¯Q, µ¯) ∼=
(
NN ˆˆ
G
(Qˆ,µ)(Rˆ, ν) ∗
ˆˆ
NN (Qˆ, µ)
◦
) ˆˆO/
Q
=
(
N ˆˆ
N
(Qˆ, µ) ∗
ˆˆ
NN (Qˆ, µ)
◦
) ˆˆO/
Q = ˆ¯NN (Qˆ, µ)
ˆˆ
O
6.5.8.
We are done.
6.6. Coherently, let us call charactered weight of Gˆ any triple (Qˆ, µ, ζ)
formed by a charactered O∗-subgroup (Qˆ, µ) of Gˆ and, considering the ring of
integers Oˆ of an extension Kˆ of K of degree divisible by |G| , by an irreducible
character ζ of defect zero of the Oˆ∗-group ˆ¯NG(Qˆ, µ) , and we call defect
of (Qˆ, µ, ζ) the defect of µ (cf. 3.8). Some of them will form our set of
parameters and, for a charactered weight (Qˆ, µ, ζ) of Gˆ , this depends on the
following local points of Qˆ on O∗Gˆ determined by ζ .
6.7. First of all, denoting by eζ the idempotent of Z
(
Kˆ∗
ˆ¯NG(Qˆ, µ)
)
de-
termined by ζ , it follows from Proposition 3.9 that eζ is actually a block of
Oˆ∗
ˆ¯NG(Qˆ, µ) and that Oˆ∗
ˆ¯NG(Qˆ, µ)eζ is a full matrix algebra over Oˆ . More-
over, CG(Qˆ) is contained in NG(Qˆ, µ) and acts trivially on Kˆ∗
ˆˆ
Qeµ , so that
the converse image of CG(Qˆ) in
ˆˆ
NG(Qˆ, µ) is split , and we denote by C¯ ˆˆ
G
(Qˆ)
the converse image of C¯G(Qˆ) ∼= CG(Qˆ)/CQ(Qˆ) in
ˆ¯NG(Qˆ, µ) . Then, it follows
from Proposition 4.12 that all the irreducible characters of C¯ ˆˆ
G
(Qˆ) involved
in the restriction of ζ to this normal Oˆ-subgroup still have defect zero; hence,
it follows again from Proposition 3.9 that the Oˆ-subalgebra Oˆ∗C¯ ˆˆ
G
(Qˆ)eζ
of Oˆ∗
ˆ¯NG(Qˆ, µ)eζ is isomorphic to direct product of full matrix algebras
over Oˆ and, in particular, there is a block of defect zero f¯ of C¯ ˆˆ
G
(Qˆ) such
that f¯eζ 6= 0 .
6.8. Consequently, since the image f¯k of f¯ in k∗C¯Gˆk(Qˆ) is a block of
defect zero of C¯Gˆk(Qˆ) , according to isomorphism 3.2.2, we get a local point
δ of Qˆ on O∗Gˆ fulfilling
(O∗Gˆ)(Qˆδ) ∼= k∗C¯Gˆk(Qˆ)f¯
k 6.8.1,
and, according to Proposition 3.9, the local pointed O∗-group Qˆδ is self-
centralizing. Moreover, it follows from Proposition 4.10 that there are an
Oˆ∗-group FˆO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, µ) with an Oˆ
∗-quotient equal to the stabilizer of µ
in FO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ) , and an irreducible character of defect zero ζ¯ of this Oˆ
∗-group
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such that we have an ˆ¯NG(Qˆ, µ)-interior algebra isomorphism
Oˆ∗
ˆ¯NG(Qˆ, µ)eζ ∼= Ind
ˆ¯NG(Qˆ,µ)
ˆ¯NG(Qˆδ,µ)
(
C¯ ˆˆ
G
(Qˆ)f¯ ⊗Oˆ Oˆ∗FˆO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, µ)eζ¯
)
6.8.2
where ˆ¯NG(Qˆδ, µ) denotes the stabilizer of f¯ or, equivalently, of δ in
ˆ¯NG(Qˆ, µ) .
6.9. More generally, we call charactered pointed O∗-group on O∗Gˆ any
pair (Qˆδ, µ) formed by a selfcentralizing pointed O
∗-group Qˆδ (cf. 3.11) on
O∗Gˆ and an irreducible K-character µ of Qˆ , and call defect of (Qˆδ, µ) the
defect of µ (cf. 3.8); denote by NGˆ(Qˆδ, µ) and FO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, µ) the respective
stabilizers of µ in NGˆ(Qˆδ) and FO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ) , and by f the block of CGˆ(Qˆ)
determined by δ . Since Qˆδ is selfcentralizing, it follows from Proposition 3.9
that the image f¯ of f in Oˆ∗C¯ ˆˆ
G
(Qˆ) is a block of defect zero and therefore,
considering the blocks of ˆ¯NG(Qˆ, µ) involved in Tr
N¯G(Qˆ,µ)
C¯G(Qˆ)
(f¯) , we can claim
as above Proposition 4.10 in order to exhibit an Oˆ-group FˆO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, µ) ; let
us give an alternative definition of this Oˆ-group.
6.10. Let Pˆγ be amaximal local pointed O
∗-group onO∗Gˆ containing Qˆδ ;
as in 5.7 above, we may assume that NPˆ (Qˆδ)ρ¯ is a maximal local pointed
O∗-group on O∗NGˆ(Qˆδ)f and then consider a NPˆ (Qˆδ)ρ¯-source (S
δ
, Lˆ
δ
) of
the block f of NGˆ(Qˆδ) ; thus, Lˆ
δ
contains NPˆ (Qˆδ) which contains Qˆ , and
it actually follows from isomorphism 5.6.4 that Lˆ
δ
normalizes Qˆ and that
K is also a splitting field for all the O∗-subgroups of Lˆδ . On the one hand,
Proposition 2.3 applies to NLˆδ(Qˆ, µ) , Qˆ , µ and Kˆ , and as in 6.3.3 above we
get a Oˆ∗-group ˆ¯NLδ (Qˆ, µ) with Oˆ
∗-quotient N¯Lδ (Qˆ, µ) where L
δ
denotes the
O∗-quotient of Lˆ
δ
. On the other hand, since we have
Q ⊂ Op(L
δ
) ⊂ NP (Qˆδ) and CP (Q) ⊂ Q 6.10.1,
any p′-subgroup of L
δ
which centralizes Q still centralizes Op(L
δ
) [5, Ch. 5,
Theorem 3.4] and therefore, according to condition 5.5.1, it is trivial; hence,
since NP (Qˆδ) is a Sylow p-subgroup of L
δ
, we still have
CL(Q) = Z(Q) 6.10.2.
In particular, Qˆ has a unique local point δ˙ on O∗Lˆ
δ
(cf. isomorphism 3.2.2)
and actually we have δ˙ = {1} [14, 1.19].
6.11. Consequently, from Proposition 3.10 we get
N¯Lδ (Qˆ, µ) = NLδ(Qˆ, µ)/Q = ELδ (Qˆδ˙, µ) = FO∗Lˆδ (Qˆδ˙, µ) 6.11.1;
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but, it follows from Theorem 5.5 that the choice of a Pˆ -interior algebra
embedding
eγ¯ :
(
O∗NGˆ(Qˆδ)
)
γ¯
−→ S
δ
⊗O O∗Lˆ
δ
6.11.2
induces an equivalence of categories LO∗NGˆ(Qˆδ)f
∼= LO∗Lˆδ ; consequently, de-
noting by Qˆδ¯ the local pointed O
∗-group on O∗NGˆ(Qˆδ)f determined by Qˆδ ,
we easily get the equalities (cf. Proposition 3.10)
FO∗Lˆδ (Qˆδ˙, µ) = FO∗NGˆ(Qˆδ)
(Qˆδ¯, µ) = EG(Qˆδ, µ) = FO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, µ) 6.11.3.
Thus, the Oˆ∗-group ˆ¯NLδ (Qˆ, µ) has Oˆ
∗-quotient FO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, µ) and, since this
Oˆ∗-group contains NPˆ (Qˆδ) , up to the choice of a polarization ω it easily
follows from isomorphism 5.5.4, from Proposition 5.10 and from the unique-
ness of the NPˆ (Qˆδ)ρ¯-source (S
δ
, Lˆ
δ
) that this Oˆ∗-group is independent of our
choices up to unique Oˆ∗-group exterior isomorphisms ; hence, it makes sense
to define
FˆO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, µ) =
ˆ¯NLδ (Qˆ, µ) 6.11.4;
note that the Oˆ∗-group isomorphism 5.6.4 shows that this definition agrees
with the definition above.
6.12. Moreover, it still follows from Theorem 5.5 that the choice of eγ¯
induces a Morita equivalence between the O-algebrasO∗NGˆ(Qˆδ)f and O∗Lˆ
δ
,
and therefore we clearly get a bijection between the sets IrrK
(
NGˆ(Qˆδ), µ
)
and IrrK(Lˆ
δ
, µ) preserving the defect (cf. 3.8.1); but, in the present situation
bijection 6.3.3 yields a new bijection
IrrK(Lˆ
δ
, µ) ∼= IrrKˆ
( ˆ¯NLδ (Qˆ, µ)) 6.12.1;
finally, with the definition above, we get a bijection
Γω
(Qˆδ,µ)
: IrrK
(
NGˆ(Qˆδ), µ
)
∼= IrrKˆ
(
FˆO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, µ)
)
6.12.2
fulfilling
d(ξ) = d(µ) + d
(
Γω
(Qˆδ,µ)
(ξ)
)
6.12.3
for any ξ ∈ IrrK
(
NGˆ(Qˆδ), µ
)
; once again, up to the choice of a polarization ω
it easily follows from isomorphism 5.5.4, from Proposition 5.10 and from the
uniqueness of the NPˆ (Qˆδ)ρ¯-source (S
δ
, Lˆ
δ
) that this bijection is independent
of our choices.
6.13. More precisely, denote by b the block of Gˆ determined by Qˆδ ;
in the case that Qˆδ is a Fitting pointed O
∗-group (cf. 5.4), it follows from
Corollary 5.3 that the O-algebras O∗Gˆ b and O∗NGˆ(Qˆδ)f are Morita equi-
valent and therefore, choosing a set of representatives Fit(Gˆ) for the set of
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G-conjugacy classes of charactered Fitting pointed O∗-groups of Gˆ , it is easily
checked that we get bijection
Γω
Gˆ
: IrrK(Gˆ) ∼=
⊔
(Oˆη ,ν)∈Fit(Gˆ)
IrrKˆ
(
FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν)
)
6.13.1
fulfilling
d(χ) = d(ν) + d
(
Γω
Gˆ
(χ)
)
6.13.2
for any χ ∈ IrrK(Gˆ) such that Γ
ω
Gˆ
(χ) belongs to IrrKˆ
(
FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν)
)
. Note
that if (Oˆη, ν) and (Oˆ
′
η′ , ν
′) are G-conjugate charactered Fitting pointed
O∗-groups then any element x ∈ G fulfilling (Oˆη, ν) = (Oˆ
′
η′ , ν
′)x induces
a unique Oˆ∗-group exterior isomorphism
FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν)
∼= FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆ
′
η′ , ν
′) 6.13.3
and therefore it induces the same bijection
IrrKˆ
(
FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆ
′
η′ , ν
′)
)
∼= IrrKˆ
(
FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν)
)
6.13.4
which allows us to identify to each other both sets.
6.14. On the other hand, we have proved that any charactered weight
(Qˆ, µ, ζ) of Gˆ determines an N¯G(Qˆ, µ)-orbit of local points δ of Qˆ on O∗Gˆ b
for a suitable block b of Gˆ — in such a way that Qˆδ is selfcentralizing
— and an irreducible Kˆ-character of defect zero ζ¯ of FˆO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, µ) . Con-
versely, for any block b of Gˆ , let us call charactered b-weight of Gˆ any triple
(Qˆδ, µ, ζ¯) formed by a selfcentralizing pointed O
∗-group on O∗Gˆ b , by an
irreducible K-character µ of Qˆ and by an irreducible Kˆ-character of defect
zero ζ¯ of FˆO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, µ) ; then, it follows from Propositions 4.10 and 4.12 that
isomorphism 6.8.2 determines an irreducible Kˆ-character of defect zero ζ of
the Oˆ∗-group ˆ¯NG(Qˆ, µ) , so that the triple (Qˆ, µ, ζ) becomes a charactered
weight of Gˆ .
6.15. Actually, these correspondences define a bijection between the set
of G-conjugacy classes ChwK(Gˆ) of charactered weights of Gˆ and the union of
sets of G-conjugacy classes ChwK(Gˆ, b) of charactered b-weights of Gˆ when
b runs over the set of blocks of Gˆ . Let b be a block of Gˆ , Oˆη a Fitting
pointed O∗-group on O∗Gˆ b and ν an irreducible character of Oˆ ; let us denote
by ChwK(Gˆ, Oˆη, ν) the subset of ChwK(Gˆ, b) determined by the charactered
b-weights (Qˆδ, µ, ζ¯) of Gˆ fulfilling
Oˆη ⊂ Qˆδ and Res
Qˆ
Oˆ
(µ) =
µ(1)
ν(1)
·ν 6.15.1;
then, (Oˆ, ν) is normal in (Qˆ, µ) and in 6.4 above we have defined a charactered
Oˆ∗-group ( ˆ¯Q, µ¯) .
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Proposition 6.16. With the notation and the hypothesis above, ( ˆ¯Q, µ¯) is a
charactered Oˆ∗-subgroup of FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν) , and any polarization ω determines
an
ˆˆ
O∗-group isomorphism
FˆO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, µ)
ˆˆ
O ∼= ˆ¯NF
O∗Gˆ
(Oˆη ,ν)
( ˆ¯Q, µ¯) 6.16.1.
In particular, denoting by ζ¯ the character of the right-hand member deter-
mined by ζ¯ , the triple ( ˆ¯Q, µ¯, ζ¯) is a charactered weight of FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν) . More-
over, the correspondence mapping (Qˆδ, µ, ζ¯) on (
ˆ¯Q, µ¯, ζ¯) induces a bijection
∆ω
(Oˆη ,ν)
: ChwK(Gˆ, Oˆη, ν) ∼= ChwKˆ
(
FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν)
)
6.16.2.
Proof: Let Pˆγ be a maximal local pointed O
∗-group on O∗Gˆ b containing Qˆδ
and (T, Lˆ) a Pγ-source of b ; according to Proposition 6.5, in particular (
ˆ¯Q, µ¯)
is a charactered Oˆ∗-subgroup of ˆ¯NL(Oˆ, ν) . But, denoting by g the block of
NGˆ(Oˆη, ν) , by Pˆγ¯ the maximal local pointed O
∗-group on O∗NGˆ(Oˆη, ν)g
determined by Pˆγ and by (T
η
, Lˆ
η
) a Pˆγ¯-source of g , it follows from Propo-
sition 5.8 that we may assume that Lˆ
η
= Lˆ and then, by its very definition
(cf. 6.11.4), we get
FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν) =
ˆ¯NL(Oˆ, ν) 6.16.3.
Consequently, ( ˆ¯Q, µ¯) is a charactered Oˆ∗-subgroup of FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν) and
from Proposition 6.5 we obtain an
ˆˆ
O∗-group isomorphism
ˆ¯NNL(Oˆ,ν)(Qˆ, µ)
ˆˆ
O ∼= ˆ¯N N¯L(Oˆ,ν)(
ˆ¯Q, µ¯) 6.16.4;
moreover, with the notation and the hypothesis in 5.7 above, it follows from
Proposition 5.8 that we may assume that Lˆ
δ
= NLˆ(Qˆ) and then, by its very
definition (cf. 6.11.4), we get
FˆO∗Gˆ(Qˆδ, µ) =
ˆ¯NL(Qˆ, µ) 6.16.5;
finally, since µ determines ν , we still have ˆ¯NL(Qˆ, µ) =
ˆ¯NNL(Oˆ,ν)(Qˆ, µ) and
isomorphism 6.16.1 follows from isomorphism 6.16.4 above.
Moreover, it is easily checked that this correspondence is compatible
with G- and FO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν)-conjugation and therefore it induces a map
∆ω
(Oˆη ,ν)
: ChwK(Gˆ, Oˆη, ν) −→ ChwKˆ
(
FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν)
)
6.16.6;
in order to prove that it is bijective, let us define the inverse map. If ( ˆ¯Q′, µ¯′, ζ¯′)
is a charactered weight of FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν) =
ˆ¯NL(Oˆ, ν) then the converse image
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Q′ of Q¯′ in L fulfills O ⊂ Q′ ⊂ P and determines an O∗-group Qˆ′ such that
Oˆ ⊂ Qˆ′ ⊂ Pˆ ; since Oˆη is selfcentralizing and contained in Pˆγ , it is easily
checked that we still have Oˆη ⊂ Qˆ
′
δ′ ⊂ Pˆγ for a unique local point δ
′ of Qˆ′
on O∗Gˆ .
On the other hand, since K is a splitting field for Qˆ′ , it follows from
Proposition 4.12 that there is an irreducible K-character µ′ of Qˆ′ fulfilling
(cf. 6.4.2)
µ′Oˆ = Ext(ν)⊗ Res(µ¯′) 6.16.7
and then, since Kˆ is a splitting field for FˆO∗Gˆ(Qˆ
′
δ′ , µ
′) , there is an irreducible
Kˆ-character ζ¯′ determining ζ¯′ via the
ˆˆ
O∗-group isomorphism 6.16.1. Thus,
( ˆ¯Q′, µ¯′, ζ¯ ′) determines the charactered b-weight (Qˆ′δ′ , µ
′, ζ¯′) of Gˆ and it is quite
clear that this correspondence induces the announced inverse map. We are
done.
7. The charactered Fitting sequences
7.1 Let Gˆ be an O∗-group with a finite p-solvable O∗-quotient G and
assume that K is a splitting field for all the O∗-subgroups of Gˆ. In order
to exhibit bijections between the sets of irreducible K-characters of Gˆ and
of G-conjugacy classes of the inductive weights of Gˆ defined below, we need
a third set — namely the set of G-conjugacy classes of charactered Fitting
sequences of Gˆ — which depends on the choice of a polarization ω . We call
charactered Fitting ω-sequence of Gˆ any sequence
B = {(Kn, Gˆn, Oˆ
n
ηn , νn)}n∈N 7.1.1
of quadruples formed by a field extension Kn of K , by an O
∗
n-group Gˆn where
On denotes the ring of integers of Kn , by a Fitting pointed O
∗
n-group of Gˆn
(cf. 5.4), and by an irreducible Kn-character νn of Oˆ
n , in such a way that
K0 = K , that Gˆ0 = Gˆ and that, for any n ∈ N , Kn+1 is the field extension
of degree |Gn| of Kn and we have (cf. definition 6.11.4)
Gˆn+1 = FˆOn∗Gˆn(O
n
ηn , νn) 7.1.2.
Note that |Gn+1| ≤ |Gn| and actually we have |Gn+1| = |Gn| if and only
if On = {1} (cf. condition 5.3.1). Moreover, for any h ∈ N , the sequence
Bh = {(Kh+n, Gˆh+n, Oˆ
h+n
ηh+N
, νh+n)}n∈N 7.1.3
is clearly a charactered Fitting ω-sequence of Gˆh .
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7.2. If Gˆ′ is an O∗-group isomorphic to Gˆ and θ : Gˆ ∼= Gˆ′ an O∗-group
isomorphism, it is quite clear that, from any charactered Fitting ω-sequence
B = {(Kn, Gˆn, Oˆ
n
ηn , νn)}n∈N 7.2.1
of Gˆ , we are able to construct a charactered Fitting ω-sequence
B′ = {(Kn, Gˆ
′
n, Oˆ
′n
η′n
, ν′n)}n∈N 7.2.2
of Gˆ′ inductively defining a sequence of O∗n-group isomorphisms θn : Gˆn
∼= Gˆ′n
by θ0 = θ and, for any n ∈ N , by (cf. 2.14)
Fˆθ˜n(Oˆ
n
ηn , νn) : FˆOn∗Gˆn(Oˆ
n
ηn , νn)
∼= FˆOn∗Gˆ′n
(Oˆ′nη′n , ν
′
n)
‖ ‖ ‖
θn+1 Gˆn+1 ∼= Gˆ
′
n+1
7.2.3
where we sill denote by θn : O∗Gˆn ∼= O∗Gˆ
′
n the corresponding O-algebra
isomorphism and set
Oˆ′n = θn(Oˆ
n) , η′n = θn(ηn) and ν
′
n = resθ−1n (νn) 7.2.4.
In particular, the group of inner automorphisms of G acts on the set of
charactered Fitting ω-sequences of Gˆ and we denote by ChsωK(Gˆ) the set of
“G-conjugacy classes” of the charactered Fitting ω-sequences of Gˆ .
7.3. If B = {(Kn, Gˆn, Oˆ
n
ηn , νn)}n∈N is a charactered Fitting ω-sequence
of Gˆ , it is clear that Oˆnηn determines a block bn of Gˆn for any n ∈ N and we
call defect of B the sum
d(B) =
∑
n∈N
d(νn) 7.3.1
which makes sense since d(νm) = 0 for m big enough; as in [16, 6.4], let us
call irreducible character ω-sequence associated to B any sequence {χn}n∈N
where χn belongs to IrrKn(Gˆn, bn) in such a way that, up to identifications,
we have (cf. 6.13.1)
Γω
Gˆn
(χn) = χn+1 7.3.2
for any n ∈ N ; in this case, it easily follows from equality 6.13.2 that
d(χ0) = d(B) 7.3.3.
Theorem 7.4. With the notation and the choice above, any charactered Fit-
ting ω-sequence B = {(Kn, Gˆn, Oˆ
n
ηn , νn)}n∈N of Gˆ admits a unique irreducible
character ω-sequence {χn}n∈N associated to B . Moreover, the correspondence
mapping B to χ0 induces a natural bijection
ChsωK(Gˆ)
∼= IrrK(Gˆ) 7.4.1
which preserves the defect.
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Proof: Since the sequence {Gˆn}n∈N “stabilizes”, we can argue by induction
on the minimal n ∈ N fulfilling Gˆn+1 = Gˆn . If n = 0 then Oˆ
0 = O∗ ,
ν0 = idO∗ and the block b0 of Gˆ0 has defect zero, so that Irrk(Gˆ0, b0) has a
unique element χ0 (cf. Proposition 3.9) and, setting χn = χ0 for any n ∈ N ,
we get an irreducible character ω-sequence associated to B .
If n 6= 0 then, according to the induction hypothesis, the charactered
Fitting ω-sequence B1 = {(K1+n, Gˆ1+n, Oˆ
1+n
η1+N , ν1+n)}n∈N of Gˆ1 already ad-
mits an irreducible character ω-sequence {χ1+n}n∈N ; thus, in order to get
an irrducible character ω-sequence associated to B , up to identifications it
suffices to define (cf. 7.3.2)
χ0 = (Γ
ω
Gˆ0
)−1(χ1) 7.4.2.
On the other hand, since the maps Γω
Gˆn
are bijective, equality 7.3.2 shows
that an irreducible character ω-sequence {χn}n∈N associated to B is uniquely
determined by one of their terms; but, for n big enough, we know that bn is a
block of defect zero of Gˆn and then χn is uniquely determined; consequently,
{χn}n∈N is uniquely determined and it is quite clear that, up to identifica-
tions, it only depends on the G-conjugacy class of B ; thus, we have obtained
a natural map
ChsωK(Gˆ) −→ IrrK(Gˆ) 7.4.3
which preserves the defect (cf. equality 7.3.3).
We claim that it is bijective; actually, we will define the inverse map.
For any χ ∈ IrrK(Gˆ) , we inductively define a sequence {χn}n∈N in the fol-
lowing way; we set K0 = K , Gˆ0 = Gˆ and χ0 = χ , we denote by b0 the
block of χ , and we choose a Fitting pointed O∗-group Oˆ0η0 on O∗Gˆ b and
an irreducible character ν0 of Oˆ
0 involved in the irreducible character of
NGˆ(Oˆ
0
η0) determined by χ (cf. Corollary 5.3); moreover, for any n ∈ N , we
denote by Kn+1 the field extension of degree |Gn| of Kn , we set
Gˆn+1 = Fˆk∗Gˆn(O
n
ηn) and χn+1 = Γ
ω
Gˆn
(χn) 7.4.4,
we denote by bn+1 the block of χn+1 , and we choose a Fitting pointed
O∗-group Oˆn+1ηn+1 on (On∗Gˆn)bn and an irreducible character νn+1 of Oˆ
n+1
involved in the irreducible character of NGˆn+1(Oˆ
n+1
ηn+1) determined by χn+1
(cf. Corollary 5.3). Then, it is clear that B = {(Kn, Gˆn, Oˆ
n
ηn , νn)}n∈N is a
charactered Fitting ω-sequence of Gˆ and that {χn}n∈N becomes the irreducible
character ω-sequence associated to B .
Our construction only depends on the choices of a Fitting pointed O∗n-
group Oˆnηn on (On∗Gˆn)bn , and of an irreducible character νn of Oˆ
n involved
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in the irreducible character of NGˆn(Oˆ
n
ηn) determined by χn , for a finite set of
values of n . Moreover, since all the Fitting pointed O∗n-groups on (On∗Gˆn)bn
are mutually Gn-conjugate, χ determines a unique G-conjugacy class of char-
actered Fitting ω-sequence of Gˆ . That is to say, we have obtained a map
IrrK(Gˆ) −→ Chs
ω
K(Gˆ) 7.4.5
and it is easily checked that this map is the inverse of the map 7.4.3. We are
done.
8. The inductive weights
8.1. Let Gˆ be an O∗-group with a finite p-solvable O∗-quotient G , as-
sume that K is a splitting field for all the O∗-subgroups of Gˆ , choose a
polarization ω , and consider a charactered Fitting ω-sequence of Gˆ
B = {(Kn, Gˆn, Oˆ
n
ηn , νn)}n∈N 8.1.1;
we call charactered weight ω-sequence associated to B any sequence
W = {(Qˆn, µn, ζn)}n∈N 8.1.2
where (Qˆn, µn, ζn) is a charactered weight of Gˆn such that, denoting by bn
and by (Qˆnδn , µn, ζ¯n) the block and a charactered bn-weight corresponding
to (Qˆn, µn, ζn) (cf. 6.14), we have
Oˆnηn ⊂ Qˆ
n
δn and Res
Qˆn
Oˆn
(µn) =
µn(1)
νn(1)
·νn 8.1.3
and the corresponding charactered weight ( ˆ¯Qn, µ¯n, ζ¯n) (cf. Proposition 6.16)
coincides with (Qˆn+1, µn+1, ζn+1) for any n ∈ N
8.2. It is clear that, for any h ∈ N , the sequence
Wh = {(Qˆ
h+n, µh+n, ζh+n)}n∈N 8.2.1
is a charactered weight ω-sequence associated to Bh . Moreover, calling char-
actered weight ω-sequence of Gˆ any sequence W = {(Qˆn, µn, ζn)}n∈N as-
sociated to some charactered Fitting ω-sequence B of Gˆ , as in 7.2 above the
group of inner automorphisms of G acts on this set; let us denote by CwsωK(Gˆ)
the corresponding set of G-conjugacy classes.
Theorem 8.3. With the notation and the choice above, any charactered
Fitting ω-sequence B = {(Kn, Gˆn, Oˆ
n
ηn , νn)}n∈N of Gˆ admits an associated
charactered weight ω-sequence W = {(Qˆn, µn, ζn)}n∈N , unique up to iden-
tifications, and then we have d(B) = d(µ0) . Moreover, the correspondence
sending B to W induces a natural bijection
ChsωK(Gˆ)
∼= CwsωK(Gˆ) 8.3.1.
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Proof: Since the sequence {Gˆn}n∈N “stabilizes”, we can argue by induction
on the minimal n ∈ N fulfilling Gˆn+1 = Gˆn . If n = 0 then Oˆ
0 = O∗ ,
ν0 = idO∗ and the block b0 of Gˆ0 has defect zero, so that b0 only admits
the trivial charactered b0-weight (O
∗
{b0}
, idO∗ , idO∗) (cf. Proposition 3.9) and,
setting
(Qˆn, µn, ζn) = (O
∗, idO∗ , idO∗) 8.3.2
for any n ∈ N , we get a charactered weight ω-sequence associated to B ;
moreover, it is clear that d(B) = 0 = d(idO∗) .
If n 6= 0 then, according to our induction hypothesis, the charactered Fit-
ting ω-sequence B1 = {(K1+n, Gˆ1+n, Oˆ
1+n
η1+N , ν1+n)}n∈N of Gˆ1 already admits
an associated charactered weight ω-sequence
W1 = {(Qˆ
1+n, µ1+n, ζ1+n)}n∈N 8.3.3
fulfilling d(B1) = d(µ1) ; but, it follows from Proposition 16.6 that there
is a charactered b0-weight (Qˆ
0
δ0
, µ0, ζ¯0) of Gˆ fulfilling condition 8.1.3 and
determining a charactered weight ( ˆ¯Q0, µ¯0, ζ¯0) of FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆ
0
η0 , ν0) = Gˆ1 which
coincides with (Qˆ1, µ1, ζ1) ; then, it suffices to choose the charactered weight
(Qˆ0, µ0, ζ0) of Gˆ determined by (Qˆ
0
δ0
, µ0, ζ¯0) (cf. 6.14) to get a charactered
weight ω-sequenceW associated to B ; moreover, we have (cf. equalities 6.4.2
and Proposition 6.16)
d(B) = d(ν0) + d(B1) = d(ν0) + d(µ1) = d(µ0) 8.3.4.
On the other hand, since the maps ∆ω
(Oˆn,νn)
are bijective, it is quite clear
that a charactered weight ω-sequence W = {(Qˆn, µn, ζn)}n∈N associated to B
is, up to identifications, uniquely determined by one of their terms; but,
for n big enough, we know that bn is a block of defect zero of Gˆn and then
(Qˆn, µn, ζn) is uniquely determined (cf. 8.3.2); consequently, W is, up to
identifications, uniquely determined by B . Moreover, this correspondence is
clearly compatible with G-conjugation and therefore it defines a natural map
ChsωK(Gˆ) −→ Cws
ω
K(Gˆ) 8.3.5.
Conversely, the elements of CwsK(Gˆ) are the G-conjugacy classes of
charactered weight ω-sequences W = {(Qˆn, µn, ζn)}n∈N , namely associated
to some charactered Fitting ω-sequence B = {(Kn, Gˆn, Oˆ
n
ηn , νn)}n∈N of Gˆ , so
that the map 8.3.5 sends the G-conjugacy class of B to the G-conjugacy class
of W ; moreover, condition 8.1.3 shows that W determines B . We are done.
8.4. Finally, we inductively define the announced inductive weights. We
call inductive weight of Gˆ any charactered weight (Qˆ, µ, ζ) of Gˆ which is either
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trivial or, denoting by b the block determined by Qˆδ and by (Qˆδ, µ, ζ¯) some
charactered b-weight associated to (Qˆ, µ, ζ) (cf. 6.14), Qˆδ contains a Fitting
pointed O∗-group Oˆη of Gˆ , we have
ResQˆ
Oˆ
(µ) =
µ(1)
ν(1)
·ν 8.4.1
for a suitable irreducible character of Oˆ , and the corresponding charac-
tered weight ( ˆ¯Qn, µ¯n, ζ¯n) is an inductive weight of FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη , ν) (cf. Propo-
sition 6.16). Let us denote by InwωK(Gˆ) the set of G-conjugacy classes of
inductive weights of Gˆ .
Proposition 8.5. A charactered weight (Qˆ, µ, ζ) of Gˆ is an inductive weight
if and only if there is a charactered weight ω-sequence
W = {(Qˆn, µn, ζn)}n∈N 8.5.1
associated to a charactered Fitting ω-sequence B = {(Kn, Gˆn, Oˆ
n
ηn , νn)}n∈N
of Gˆ such that (Qˆ, µ, ζ) = (Qˆ0, µ0, ζ0) .
Proof: We argue by induction on |G| and may assume that (Qˆ, µ, ζ) is
not trivial. The existence of W and B yields the existence of the Fitting
pointed O∗-group Oˆ0η0 contained in Qˆ
0
δ0
= Qˆδ0 and of the irreducible char-
acter ν0 of Oˆ
0 fulfilling equality 8.4.1 for µ0 = µ ; moreover, the charactered
weight ( ˆ¯Q, µ¯, ζ¯) coincides with (Qˆ1, µ1, ζ1) ; then, since the charactered weight
ω-sequence
W1 = {(Qˆ
1+n, µ1+n, ζ1+n)}n∈N 8.5.2
is associated to B1 , our induction hypothesis guarantees that (
ˆ¯Q, µ¯, ζ¯) is
already an inductive weight of FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆ
0
η0 , ν0) and therefore (Qˆ, µ, ζ) is an
inductive weight too.
Conversely, if ( ˆ¯Q, µ¯, ζ¯) is an inductive weight of FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν) for suit-
able Oˆη and ν fulfilling the conditions above, it follows from our induction
hypothesis that there is a charactered weight ω-sequence
W1 = {(Qˆ
1+n, µ1+n, ζ1+n)}n∈N 8.5.3
associated to a charactered Fitting ω-sequence
B1 = {(K1+n, Gˆ1+n, Oˆ
1+n
η1+n , ν1+n)}n∈N 8.5.4
of FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν) such that (
ˆ¯Q, µ¯, ζ¯) = (Qˆ1, µ1, ζ1) , and we may assume that
K1 is the field extension of K of degree |G| . Then, setting K0 = K , Gˆ0 = Gˆ ,
Oˆ0 = Oˆ and ν0 = ν , it is clear that
B = {(Kn, Gˆn, Oˆ
n
ηn , νn)}n∈N 8.5.5
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is a charactered Fitting ω-sequence of Gˆ , and setting Qˆ0 = Qˆ , µ0 = µ
and ζ0 = ζ , the sequence W = {(Qˆn, µn, ζn)}n∈N is a charactered weight
ω-sequence associated to B . We are done.
Corollary 8.6. With the notation and the choice above, the correspondence
mapping any charactered Fitting ω-sequence B = {(Kn, Gˆn, Oˆ
n
ηn , νn)}n∈N
of Gˆ on the inductive weight (Qˆ0, µ0, ζ0) , where W = {(Qˆ
n, µn, ζn)}n∈N is
the charactered weight ω-sequence of Gˆ associated to B , induces a natural
bijection
ChsωK(Gˆ)
∼= InwωK(Gˆ) 8.6.1.
In particular, we have d(B) = d(µ0) .
Proof: It follows from Theorem 8.3 that there is such a correspondence
mapping B on (Qˆ0, µ0, ζ0) and that it fulfills d(B) = d(µ0) ; moreover, it
is clear that this correspondence is compatible with the G-conjugation, and
therefore we get a natural map
ChsωK(Gˆ) −→ Inw
ω
K(Gˆ) 8.6.2;
furthermore, since (Qˆ0, µ0, ζ0) clearly determines W , this map is injective.
In order to prove the surjectivity, we argue by induction on |G| ; let
(Qˆ, µ, ζ) be an inductive weight that we may assume not trivial; denoting
by b and by (Qˆδ, µ, ζ¯) the block and a charactered b-weight corresponding
to (Qˆ, µ, ζ) (cf. 6.14), it follows from the very definition that Qˆδ contains a
Fitting pointed O∗-group Oˆη of Gˆ , that we have
ResQˆ
Oˆ
(µ) =
µ(1)
ν(1)
·ν 8.6.3
for a suitable irreducible character of Oˆ , and that the corresponding charac-
tered weight ( ˆ¯Q, µ¯, ζ¯) is an inductive weight of FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν) .
Thus, by our induction hypothesis, there exists a charactered Fitting
ω-sequence
B1 = {(K1+n, Gˆ1+n, Oˆ
1+n
η1+n , ν1+n)}n∈N 8.6.4
of Gˆ1 = FˆO∗Gˆ(Oˆη, ν) such that the unique charactered weight ω-sequence
W1 = {(Qˆ
1+n, µ1+n, ζ1+n)}n∈N of Gˆ1 associated to B1 fulfills
(Qˆ1, µ1, ζ1) = (
ˆ¯Q, µ¯, ζ¯) 8.6.5;
moreover, we may assume that K1 is the field extension of K of degree |G| .
Once again, setting K0 = K , Gˆ0 = Gˆ , Oˆ
0 = Oˆ and ν0 = ν , it is clear that
B = {(Kn, Gˆn, Oˆ
n
ηn , νn)}n∈N 8.6.6
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is a charactered Fitting ω-sequence of Gˆ , and setting Qˆ0 = Qˆ , µ0 = µ
and ζ0 = ζ , the sequence W = {(Qˆn, µn, ζn)}n∈N is a charactered weight
ω-sequence associated to B ; thus, the map 8.6.2 sends B to (Qˆ, µ, ζ) . We are
done.
Corollary 8.7. With the notation and the choice above, we have a natural
bijection
IrrK(Gˆ) ∼= InwK(Gˆ) 8.7.1
preserving the defects, which maps χ ∈ IrrK(Gˆ) on the G-conjugacy class
of an inductive weight (Qˆ, µ, ζ) provided there is a charactered Fitting ω-se-
quence B of Gˆ such that the irreducible character ω-sequence {χn}n∈N and
the charactered weight ω-sequence W = {(Qˆn, µn, ζn)}n∈N associated to B
fulfill
χ0 = χ and (Qˆ
0, µ0, ζ0) = (Qˆ, µ, ζ) 8.7.2.
Proof: It suffices to compose the inverse of isomorphism 7.4.1 with isomor-
phism 8.6.1.
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Abstract. The weights for a finite group G with respect to a prime num-
ber p where introduced by Jon Alperin, in order to formulate his celebrated
conjecture. In 1992, Everett Dade formulates a refinement of Alperin’s con-
jecture involving ordinary irreducible characters — with their defect — and,
in 2000, Geoffrey Robinson proves that the new conjecture holds for p-solvable
groups. But this refinement is formulated in terms of a vanishing alternating
sum, without giving any possible refinement for the weights . In this note we
show that, in the case of the p-solvable finite groups , the method developed
in a previous paper can be suitably refined to provide, up to the choice of
a polarization ω, a natural bijection — namely compatible with the action
of the group of outer automorphisms of G — between the sets of absolutely
irreducible characters of G and of G-conjugacy classes of suitable inductive
weights , preserving blocks and defects .
